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I/-Day: Stopping the Violence
BV MANAGING EDITOR

KAREN D'ANGELO

For the second time, The
Vagina Monologues will grace
our presence on February 12th
at 7:30 p.m., February 13th at
2 p.m. and February 14th at noon
in the theater located in building
4. Tickets are $5.00 and are avail-
able at the student center desk in
building 3. Janis Lily, director,
has put her time and effort into
making this "tradition" a suc-
cess.

V-Day is a global movement
to stop violence against females
of all races, ages and sexual
preference. The "V" in V-Day
stands for Victory, Valentine and
Vagina. Eve Ensler, playwright,

plays is based on her interviews
with more than 200 women
around the world. She has devot-
ed her life to stopping sexual
and physical abuse and violence
against women.

This performance is to
honor and celebrate the Vagina
Warriors, to celebrate women's
sexuality and strength and to
expose the harsh cruelties and
batters inflicted upon women.

So come out and celebrate
this spectacular performance.
Celebrate every V-Day. Honor the
victims. Appreciate yourself and
others. Stop the hurt. Eliminate
the abuse. End the violence.

The Vagina
Monologues

February 18th 730pm.
F«bniorV 1 3 * 8:00 p.m.

18:00 <*»*,
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Origins Of Valentine's Day
BV STAFF WRITER

JUNI MOON

Valentine's Day is a day of
romance, an important yet basic
holiday, a retailer's dream, to be
sure. But what began this tradi-
tion? How did the day of choco-
lates and roses come about?

This holiday has its origins in
pagan worship. In the 3rd centu-
ry, the god, Lupercus was said to
be the watcher of shepherd's and
their sheep, a protector from the
hordes of wolves that roamed
the lands outside of Rome. The
Romans celebrated a feast every
February to pay homage to this

god that they named Lupercalia.
Combined with the festival of
Lupercalia, February 14th was
also the feast of the goddess
Juno Februata, the goddess of the
"fever" of love, and of women
and marriage. To celebrate this
feast, single men drew a name
from a bowl full of the names of
single women written on small
pieces of paper, known then as
"billets". The couples would
form short relations for erotic
games and remained partners for
the following 12 months; some-

times these liaisons would result
in marriage.

The church was appalled by
this practice and tried substitut-
ing the names of villagers with
the names of saints or scriptures
to live by. In 494, Pope Gelasius
1 renamed the cleaned-up festival
the "Feast of the Purification of
the Virgin Mary." This Christian
application didn't last and by
the fourteenth century, the girl's
names were back on the billets.
The church tried again to purify
the day in the 16th century, but

to no avail.
Enter St. Valentine, who, it is

rumored to be no less than 7 dif-
ferent men of the same name. The
first, a roman priest, who married
couples in secret during the reign
of Claudius, who believed unmar-
ried soldiers were better soldiers.
Claudius had this St. Valentine
imprisoned where he died.

Continued on page 9

2005
BV EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Kl A C. BROOKS

It is no surprise that dating can be one of the best and the worst experiences of ones life. The end results
can be something wonderful or horrible all at the same time. Monroe Doctrine resident life readers share
their most shocking stories and steamiest secrets.

Confess: share your secret story via e-mail to: kbrooks014@student.monroecc.edu.

Photography by Kia C. Brooks

Joseph Praiim — Student
Fine Arts

"I would consider the time I went
to a movie and spent the night on a
beach as my best date."

"The worst date so far was
bringing my date to my suite in the
Resident Halls."

Photography by Kia C. Brooks

Dana Johnson - Resident Assistant
Education

"Disaster-went to dinner with his
whole family whom I never met.
All evening his Aunt tried to put
foot powder on my face."

"Best date-he picked me up, went
horse back riding and walked along
Navy Pier in Chicago."

Photography by Kia C. Brooks

Kelly Smith - Resident Assistant
Liberal Arts

"On my best date, we went to
a nice movie then we had great
conversation over dinner."

"My worst date was a blind date
from hell."

Photography by Kia C. Brooks

Stefan Gray. - Student
Visual Communications

"Worst date ever is being what
we call a 'wing man.'" That's when
you keep a girl occupied while your
friend scores with the fox."

"My best date is the weekend
thing. We traveled to Cleveland for a
couple of days and on the way back,
we stayed in a hotel in Buffalo."
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PROTECT
YOURSELF!

BY MANAGING EDITOR
KAREN D'ANGELO

According to the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases, STDs are among the
most common diseases in the
U.S., affecting more than 13 mil-
lion men and women each year.
So you think you can't get it?
Think again.

Anyone can catch an STD, but
women are more likely to catch
it than men. These infectious dis-
eases don't have any symptoms,
complicating the speedy process.
If you think you are infected,
contact your doctor immediately
so you don't pass it on to some-
one else. Two-thirds of STD
cases occur within those of 25
and younger.

You can have good sex but
still have safe sex. To lower your
risk, always use a condom in its
correct manner. The male and
female condoms offer the best
protection against STDs. Before
you stop using condoms, both
partners should get tested so they
are disease-free. The check-up
will consist of a blood test and
a visual check of the vaginal and

anal areas.
If you notice any symptoms,

call your doctor. The symptoms
are as follows: a sore around the
genital/anal area; pain or burn-
ing during and after sex or after
urination; acute vaginal itch-
ing or unusual discharge. Don't
be afraid-get checked out even
if you have not been exposed.
Do not douche. This actually
removes friendly bacteria in the
vagina, making it more easily to
get an STD.

If you have been exposed to
this fearsome disease, contact
your doctor. You will be put on
antibiotics. If you have contract-
ed a viral STD, your doctor will
discuss other various treatment
options. This can be controlled
but not cured. Tell all current and
past sex partners that you have
an STD and urge them to see a
doctor. Do not have sex while
you are being treated. And if you
are breast-feeding, give the infant
formula instead, while being
treated.

CLINIC CHECK
COLLABORATED
BY MANAGING EDITOR

KAREN D'ANGELO

Women's Health Clinics offer
great services to all women.
They keep everything told and
witnessed confidential and help
those in need in personal man-
ners. Here is just what some clin-
ics offer.

For medical services, they may
offer PAP smear exams, breast
exams, contraceptive services,
treatment of sexually transmitted
diseases, cholesterol screening,
and complete referral service. For
pregnancy services, certain clin-
ics may offer pregnancy testing,
counseling and referral services,
fertility awareness, pregnancy
classes, preconception classes
and testing for HIV and AIDS.
They may also include education
prospects of certain areas. These
may include women's health care,
preconception health, teen preg-
nancy prevention, sexually trans-
mitted diseases, abstinence, birth
control, self-esteem, relation-
ships, parent and child puberty
programs, and more.

Women in need of assistance
can contact these and other
Women's Health Centers in the
Greater Rochester Area.

Women's Health Center

470 Collins Street

Avon, NY 14414

Phone*: 585-226-3888

Women's Health Center

3 Chestnut Street

Dansville, NY 14437

Phone#: 585-243-7540

Women's Health Group at Lakeside

156 West Avenue

Brockport, NY 14420

Phone*: 585-335-8570

Women's Health Services:

Reproductive Health Program

1000 South Avenue

Rochester, NY 14620

Phone #: 585-341-6568

Planned Parenthood of the

Rochester and Syracuse Region,

Inc.

Reproductive Health Clinic Care,

Birth Control, Pregnancy testing,

emergency contraception

15 Lafayette Avenue Canandaigua,

NY14424

222 West Main Street

Batavia, NY 14020

114 University Avenue

Rochester, NY 14605

Toll free dial #1-866-600-6886
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RAPE:
Prevention and Aftermath

BY STAFF WRITER

WENDY VANDELLON

Rape happens. One of the
myths about rape is that, "It
could never happen to me or any-
one I know," but these types of
thoughts put people in danger for
it can happen to anyone no matter
their age, race, social class, reli-
gion, occupation, education level,
gender and physical description.
And unfortunately, scary sta-
tistics show that 80% or more
are committed not as a random
assault but are planned, occur at
home, and the offender is usu-
ally a relative, friend, neighbor or
other acquaintance of the victim.

Yet no matter how many num-
bers I offer, there are still sec-
tions of the population that are
skeptical and unmoved. These
facts never used to apply to my
way of thinking either, until a
friend at college came to me in
tears one night for she had barely
managed to escape such a terri-
fying and emotionally scarring
event. For days she was a shell
of herself, believing it might hap-
pen again but with the support of
friends she reported her assailant,
whom she did know, and action

was taken.
She was lucky though, for most

rapes are much more tragic and
after the event has taken place no
account is filed for it is estimat-
ed that only 1% of rape is ever
reported and many often commit
suicide, unable to cope. And as if
college life isn't stressful enough,
the largest target range on aver-
age is from ages 14-24.

College is not the only place in
society where rape is prevalent.
Studies have been done regard-
ing women in the military and
it is estimated that nearly 60,000
to 200,000 in a population of
1.2 million have been raped or
sexually assaulted. Yet as Anne
Sadler, one of the researchers
states, "Our findings were con-
sistent with research in civilian
populations demonstrating that
younger women entering male-
dominated work groups at lower
levels of authority are those most
likely to be harassed."

But it is not just women
who are raped for though the
reports are few, men too, may
be the victims of sexual assault.

Males commit the great major-
ity of sexually violent crimes and
even when men are victimized,
it is usually by another male.
Shockingly, studies show that 10-
20% of all males admit to having
been a victim of sexual assault
but most do not speak out about
it, for they are often disbelieved,
called gay, or blamed for their
own victimization. Therefore,
like most women, they suffer
alone in silence.

At sometime in every man's
life, a close male friend will most
likely disclose that they have been
a victim and need help. Ignorance
on the part of man about rape can
only hinder the process of heal-
ing and instead, these pleas must
be met with care, sensitivity,
compassion, and understanding.

But the big question is what
constitutes a sexual assault?
Definition states, "sexual assault
is any type of sexual activity,
from fondling to kissing, to inter-
course, in which one of the part-
ners does not consent, or consents
by force, or threat of force." This
is true for rape and sexual assault

are weapons for power and con-
trol.

Unfortunately, not all rapes
are able to be prevented because
rapists are the ones that commit
the crime, not victims, but there
are ways to protect oneself. The
main mechanism of defense is to
be knowledgeable of ways to get
out of situations through the use
of common sense. First, think,
don't panic. Be aware of places
where rape may occur and avoid
them by taking precautions. Try
to avoid walking alone, hitch-
hiking or opening a door to an
unknown person. Never admit
that you are alone, stay in well
lit areas, keep doors locked,
and attract attention if an attack
occurs. These are only a few of
the ways to ensure the safety of
yourself and others.

Rape is the fastest rising
crime in America. Only by rais-
ing awareness and having all
voices, male and female, in har-
mony, speaking against rape, can
there ever be the opportunity for
the world to become just a little
bit safer.
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A Possible HIV/AIDS Vaccine?
BY STAFF WRITER

AMANDA WOOD

AIDS has arguably been one
of, if not, the most debilitating
and most deadly disease of our
time. Currently, it has affected
approximately 40 million peo-
ple of the world. With respect I
write this article; knowing those
who have contracted the disease
through their life and those who
have contracted it at birth would
appreciate the respect that is due
given the graveness of the sub-
ject. AIDS has become a ram-
pant part of society and as many
Americans know, it has leaped
unprecedented proportions here
in the United States. Although
AIDS is known for its' ability to
weaken and limit those it infects,
some patients have noticed little
in the way of day-to-day change
in their lives. They don't know
how lucky they are. Every year,
estimated averages of 3 million
carriers of HIV/AIDS virus die in
the world and a number of people
as high as 6 million will contract
it this year.

As many as 1.5 million people
in the US have the auto-immune
disorder that ravages the body
from the inside out. Some AIDS
patients have long ago given up
on finding a cure or even a way
to subside the deadly effects.
However, recent studies have
shown that there is possibility
for hope. There have been vari-
ous leaps and bounds made in
the way of research for a cure
for AIDS. Locally, Catherine A.

Bunce, the Clinical Coordinator
of the HIV Vaccine Trials Unit
here in Rochester, has come
across some interesting yet hope-
ful challenges from the research
of HIV Vaccines. The research
done there is in efforts to pro-
duce a HIV vaccine, much like
a flu vaccine works. Conversely,
unlike the flu vaccine, the HIV
vaccine is man-made, and syn-
thetically produced. This means
that while a flu vaccine contains
a culture of the influenza virus,
the HIV vaccine does not.

The HIV Vaccine Trials
Network, the world organiza-
tion, is ultimately hoping to vac-
cinate people without having to
first infect them with HIV. The
clinic is looking for participants
to help them accomplish this
immense undertaking. If you
are HIV/AIDS free and are in
regularly healthy condition, con-
tact their office and schedule an
appointment to learn more about
how you can potentially help save
millions of lives each year. Please
call the HIV Vaccine Trials Unit
at (585)756-2329. '

While the progress of the
research is slow, the deadly dis-
ease is extensive and growing
faster than ever before. For more
information on Monroe County's
progress in research and defense
visit www.knowingisbetter.org.
To learn more about world-wide
effects visit www.avert.org.

It is not too late to make a
submission. The final submission

date has been set for
February 18th, 2005 at 12 noon. If
you have any questions or would like

to discuss this project, please feel
free to call the Photo ID Office at

585.292-2548.

STATISTICS ON SEXUAL ABUSE
BY MANAGING EDITOR

KAREN D'ANGELO

Sexual abuse is the physical
attack by the abuser in which
culminates in sexual violence
wherein the victim is forced to
have sexual intercourse with her/
his abuser or take part in unwant-
ed sexual activity. The abuser's
physical aggression can range
from bruising to murder. Not
only physical battering, it may
also include psychological bat-
tering which consists of verbal
abuse, harassment, excessiveness
possessiveness, and isolating the
victim from friends and family.

Children, as well as males, do
indeed become sexually abused.
Most people are unaware of that,
thinking that women are the
only ones that do experience this
unpleasantness. 31% of males are
sexually abused by age 18. More
than 60 million adult survivors
of incest and child abuse live in

Studies reveal that 1 in 10 sexual
assaults are reported to police.

America. It is believed that 50%
of sexual child abuse is reported.
96% of female rape survivors
were younger than 12 years old
and knew their attackers. 96% of
teenage prostitutes were sexually
molester in childhood. A perpe-
trator abuses an average of 117
children.

A woman is sexually assault-
ed by forced sexual intercourse
every 17 minutes in Canada;
a woman is sexually assault-
ed in other ways every 6 min-
utes. Being sexually abused has
ranged on women ages 4 months
to 92 years old. 50% of all attack-
ers who force women into sexual
intercourse are married. 49% of
all sexual assaults and 18% of
sexual intercourse aggressions
occur in broad daylight. 62% of
victims are physically injured in
attack; 9% are beaten severely;

12% are threatened with a weap-
on and 70% are verbally threat-
ened. Studies reveal that 1 in 10
sexual assaults are reported to
police.

The scariest fact of all is that
80% of sexual assaults occur
between people who know each
other and the largest targeting
group is women between ages
14-24. And only 1% of date/
acquaintance rape is reported to
police. 1 out of 2 women have
experienced physical or sexual
abuse.

Sexual assault is any type of
sexual activity in which the other
partner does not consent. It takes
many forms, such as general
rape, sexual harassment, child
sexual abuse and incest. This is
an act of violence, which is moti-
vated by the sense of power and
control-it is not about sex. Both

men and women can be sexually
assaulted.

If you are sexually assaulted:
*Go to a safe place and call

the police, campus security,
friend, family member.

*Do not blame yourself.
*Do not wash, douche, brush

your teeth, change clothes, go to
the washroom, or clean up the
area where it occurred. This may
destroy evidence.

*Know that you are entitled to
complete medical care whether or
not you reported it to the police.

Call the 24-Hour National
Domestic Violence Hotline 1-
800-799-7233. Battered Women
Hotline (585) 232-7353 or (585)
232-1741. Local Child Abuse/
Maltreatment Hotline (585) 461-
5690.

Calendar of
Events
Black History Month
February 1-28

WMCC: Flood of Love Dance
February 11 — 7:00 p.m.
Admission - $5
(Proceeds go to help the victims
of Tsunami disaster)

The Vagina Monologues
Feb. 12-14
MCC Theatre

MCC Blood Drive
Feb. 14 - 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
The Forum
To schedule an appointment,
contact the SGA at 292-2546
Walk-ins are also welcome

"The Art of Kissing" Seminar
Feb. 16 - Noon
Monroe A & B

Mad TV's Aries Spears
Feb. 25 & 26
Comix Cafe

College Bowling Night
Wednesdays from
8:30 p.m. -11 p.m.
Olympic Bowl
$10 for all you can bowl, eat
pizza, and drink soda

Enchanted Museum:
Exploring the Science of Art
Feb. 12-May 1
Strong Museum
Opening weekend celebration on
Feb. 12 & 13

The Monroe
Doctrine is currently
looking for exciting

and motivated
people!

Damon City
Campus

Editor-in-Chief,
Sports Editor,
Writers, Poets,

Graphic Designers,
Artists, Cartoonists,

Illustrators, and
Photographers

If interested:
Building 3

Room 134 or call
585.292-2540.
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Calendar of
Events
Free Admission Day
Feb. 13 - 12 Noon - 5p.m.
Memorial Art Gallery
Free Admission

12 Corners Klezmer Band
Concert
Feb. 16 - 7:30p.m.
Strong Museum
$15 general admission,'$13
seniors and students,
$12 members

Contra Dance
Feb. 17 & 24 -
8:00p.m.- 11:00p.m.
Convenant UM Church
$6 admission

American musical Rent
Feb. 22 & 23 - 8 p.m.
Center for the Arts,
University of Buffalo
$49, $43, $37 and $25
UB student balcony
For more information call
645-ARTS

A Raisin in the Sun (1961)
Feb. 24 - 8p.m.
Dryden Theatre, George
Eastman House
$5.50 general admission, $4.50
seniors and students

Doug Varone and Dancers
Feb. 25 - 8p.m.
Center for the Arts, University
of Buffalo
$20 general admission,
$14 students
For more information call
645-ARTS

Auditions for To Kill a
Mocking Bird
Feb. 28, Mar. 2 & Mar. 4 -
12 Noon - 1p.m.
Mar. 1 & Mar. 3 - 2p.m. - 3p.m.
MCC Theatre

2005 Otis Young Motivational
Speak-Off Auditions
Mar. 14 - 4p.m. - 5:30p.m.
Room to be Announced
Contestants should have 4-6
minute speech prepared on topic
of choice

The Term Sexual
Harassment
BY MANAGING EDITOR

KAREN D'ANGELO

The concept of sexual harass-
ment was coined in the 1960's. Of
course, sexual harassment existed
prior to the sixties, but people had
no way of talking about it since
there was no term for this expe-
rience. Today, the
topic has drawn a
great deal of inter-
est.

This term has
been interpreted
as an instance
of males' sexual
pursuit of women
in a work field or
classroom. These
actions in such
places are not
normal, but are discrimination
against women. Scholars have
insisted that these unwelcome
sexual advances were to "keep
women in their place."

Harassment in the workplace
can range from sexual assault to
rape. This uncomfortable envi-
ronment is known as a "chilly cli-
mate." Recently, the focus on sex-
ual harassment has moved from
"sexual" to "harassment." This
concept has extended to same-sex
harassment. Since this manner
has extended beyond workplace
to schools, the question remains,
still puzzling those in study. Why
should behavior that is illegal
in the workplace be legal in the
street or in public places?

Most victims of sexual harass-
ment don't speak up which makes
it difficult to determine how seri-
ous the problem is. Research
indicates three reasons women

Why should
behavior that
is illegal in

the workplace
be legal in the

street or in
public places?

do not report such incidents.
1.) The women didn't believe any-
one would do anything about it.
2.) The women were afraid they
would be blamed. Women are
told they "invited" the rape or

harassment by the
way they dress. 3.)
The women did
not want to hurt
the harasser. This
reason derives
from the "boys
will be boys"
excuse. Girls keep
silent and over-
look boy's bad
behavior. "What
can't be cured

must be endured" is too often the
case of these victims.

Women are not the only ones
who have claimed they have expe-
rienced sexual harassment. In a
1999 survey, in the work field,
7% of male workers have claimed
they have been harassed, while
31% of women claimed the same
ordeal. 59% of men have claimed
to have been sexual harassed by
a woman, while 100% of women
have felt that way with a man.

In another survey in education,
76% of males have been sexually
harassed, while 85% of women
claimed to suffer the same. Girls
were five times more likely to
find these incidents disturbing
and three times more likely to
have it affect their grades. 10% of
boys harassed by school employ-
ees, while 25% of that of girls.
Only 11% have tried to report it
to the higher authorities.
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Pornography: The New
American Addiction
BY STAFF WRITER

MARK STRASSELL

Pornography is the new
American male addiction.
According to Internet Filter
Review, 40 million US adults
regularly visit internet porn sites.
72% of those adults are in fact
males.

Sex therapist
Dr. Ursula Ofman
states, "I think
that a big danger
is that young men
who are constantly
exposed to these
fake, always will-
ing women start
to have unreal
expectations from
real women, which make them
phobic about real relationships."
This quote is in aid of the statis-
tics, which indicate that internet
porn has become so widespread
in our culture that it is detrimen-
tal to the male psyche and their
sexual endeavors.

Pornography is addictive in
some basic and obvious ways.
Firstly, as Naomi Wolf writes in
her article, "The Porn Myth," the
orgasm is one of the most power-
ful re-enforcers in human psychol-
ogy. Ivan Pavlov's classical condi-
tioning experiment using dogs.
Better known as 'Pavlov's Dogs.'
As men frequently associate sex-
ual satisfaction with internet porn,
it will become harder to get the
same satisfaction from anything
other than internet porn sites. Now
that internet porn is unregulated, it
is easier than ever for men to have
access to it in the comfort of their
own homes. While 'behind closed

For every
'normal" web
page there

are five pom
pages.

doors,' there is no punishment for
men to stop feeding these addic-
tions.

Broadband high speed internet
has created a standard for women
that females are finding very diffi-
cult to meet. In a society where sex

sells, women are
finding it harder
to compete with
these sexually
driven, promiscu-
ous women on the
internet. Naomi
Wolf, author of
"The Porn Myth,"
interviewed many
college girls about

the effects of pornography on their
relationships and found that these
women, "speak of a feeling that
they can never measure up, that
they can never ask for what they
want, and that if they do not offer
what porn offers, they cannot
expect to hold, a guy." Mariy men
are finding it difficult to perform
sexually with women who do not
resemble the women they see on
the internet and are only aroused
when browsing their favorite porn
sites. This is an unhealthy addic-
tion that puts women in a place of
frustration.

Sex addiction is a serious prob-
lem in America today. It has the
capacity to hurt intimate relation-
ships and destroy lives. Some say
this problem parallels such issues
as alcoholism, drug addiction, eat-
ing disorders, disease, and person-
ality disorders.

Religion and Human
Sexuality

i

BY NEWS EDITOR
MICHAEL THOMANN

Throughout our history, people
from all over the world have had
questions regarding sex due to
religious beliefs, values or morals.
Is sex before marriage a sin? Is
homosexuality and sex immoral?
What does the
Bible or other
religion's books
say about sex
and marriage,
and love? These
and many more
questions have
challenged us as
human beings
and how we view sex.

A few of the major religions that
have some precise beliefs about
sex are Buddhism, Christianity,
Hinduism, Islam, Judaism, and
Paganism. Each religion is unique
in its own way and deserves some
recognition and respect to its
beliefs. After all, not all view sex
and everything that goes with it
in the same way as the others do
necessarily. And these mentioned

religions are not the only ones that
exist or have existed during our
history and evolution. The ones
left out are just as unique and
deserve some respect.

If you are religious at all, you
should ask your-

f ^ m ^ ^ self how your
religious beliefs,
values and mor-
als dictate how
you view sex.
Do they influ-
ence your feel-
ings or deci-
sions concern-

ing sex? Do they affect how you
view your sexual orientation or
the orientation of others? Do you
hold them in high regard? If you
are not sure or are confused, then
check out the website http://www.
bigeye.com/sexeducation/religion.
html for more information. Here
you will find links to other web-
sites dealing with various religions
and sex.

y KRT

Think you might be pregnant?
You've got lots to think about. Call us.

We can help you explore all your options.
We're used to talking about this,

Answers. Understanding. Help.
585-737-8415
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Really a Miracle?
BY STAFF WRITER

WENDY VANDELLON

Rimonabant, marketed by
Sanofi-Synthelabo, under the
trade name Acomplia, promotes
itself in the pharmaceuti- r,S""l
cal market by stating its
positive effects, which
include helping shed
unwanted pounds as
well as helping peo-
ple quit smoking.

The promises sound
wonderful to patients
fighting obesity for it curbs
appetite by affecting the
cannabinoid receptor within
the brain, which is the same
that makes people hungry when
they smoke cannabis. For people
suffering from insulin resistance,
in which their insulin levels tell
them to eat more, the curbing of
hunger pangs and appetite may
seem like the answer to their
problems.

With the testing of 3,040
patients in both the United States
and Canada on safety and effec-
tiveness, the results have been
released but have not currently
been published in a medical jour-
nal. On average, patients lost 19
pounds over two years and their
HDL, or good cholesterol went
up.

Unfortunately, other drugs like
this have come onto the market in
the past such as fen-phen where

the average weight loss was 32
pounds and doctors quickly began
prescribing the drug as a way to
J5.SI. . fix a" problems of obe-

sity. Nearly seventeen
years later, the drug
was pulled from the
market having been
linked with dozens of

deaths and heart valve
damage.

The side effects
for Acomplia are still

unknown, though there
do seems to be some neu-

ropsychiatric side effects,
including depression. Will the

pressures to fit into a bathing suit
or look a particular way and be a
certain size make consumers risk
their own health? The answer is
that in American society today,
many forgo exercise for the oppor-
tunity to sit in front of the televi-
sion, once called the "boob tube,"
and for good reason. Technology
has developed to a point where a
pill can be used to fix all health
problems, including that of obe-
sity. Therefore, most likely some
will risk their health believing
that negative effects will never
occur even in the aftermath of
recalling Vioxx. Acomplia seeks
to be approved by the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration in about
a year.

Want to place a classified ad in the MD?
Businesses, students, and faculty are welcome to

submit classified ads in the Monroe Doctrine.

For pricing and information:
Building 3 room 134 or call 585.292-2539.

Your Scholarship Guide
BY STAFF WRITER

TERESA HARRINGTON

Money, money, money. Why
not apply for scholarships and
get the maximum return for
your efforts? Here are a few of
the scholarships with looming
deadlines. The first upcoming
deadline is February 25, 2005
for the Helen McCloy/ MWA
Scholarship for Mystery Writing
targeting Mystery Writers of
America. The minimum award is
$500. The deadlines for the rest
of these scholarships are March 1,
2005. These scholarships include
the Sylvia K. Burack Scholarship
of Writer Magazine. This schol-
arship targets full time college
students 18 years of age and up.
The minimum award is $500 and
the requirement is to write a 600
to 800 word essay.

The Evalee C. Schwartz
Charitable Trust for Education.
This scholarship is for excep-
tional students that rank with-
in the top 10% nationally. The
award amount is $5000 to
$15000. To download an appli-
cation for this scholarship go to

www.evaleeschwartztrust.org.
The NACA East Coast

Undergraduate Scholarship is
focusing their awards towards
student leaders. The minimum
GPA requirement is 2.5 for this
scholarship along with two letters
of recommendations. Next is the
2005 IHS Spring Essay Contest
with awards ranging between
$250 and $2000. An essay of
2500 words or less answering
questions posed on the web site.

The Dorothy Vandercook
Peace Scholarship, awarding up
to $500 per scholarship for those
high school seniors and college
freshmen who write a brief biog-
raphy of the activities related to
nuclear disarmament.

For more information on these
scholarships and more go to
www.fastweb.com and sign up. If
there are other target scholarships
you want to know about contact
the Monroe Doctrine and leave
me a message. Good luck schol-
arship hunting.
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ABSTINENCE NOW
BY STAFF WRITER

AMANDA WOOD

"Not Me, Not Now" is what
many students are saying to sex.
Believe it or not, abstinence has
become a welcomed alternative
to the confusing sexual lives once
lead or read about by some. The
idea of sexual abstinence has
stemmed from
not only religious
beliefs but from
health reports all
over the world.
What used to
hold the least
popular choice
of contraception
has now become
a highly popular-
ized and eagerly
embraced choice
for many young
people. Take for
example the "Not
Me, Not Now" ad campaign that
encourages total abstinence. The
program makes obvious the facts
and challenges students face
with sexual encounters. While
the series was first designed and
aimed toward students between
the ages of nine and fourteen,
it has developed into a broader
audience, reaching college ages as

r

well. The group responsible for
the design wanted to reach kids
through kids and that is where
the idea of, "kids talking to kids;
not adults talking to kids" came
from. (Impact Evaluation of "Not
Me, Not Now", notmenotnow.org)

There are numer-
ous reasons to wait
until a better time
to have sex, wheth-
er for marriage, for
love, the right part-
ner or until you are
financially capable
of handling cir-
cumstances that
may result of hav-
ing sex - kids. Just
as there are many
reasons to hold off
sexual encounters,
there are as many

activities that can be done to sub-
side the sexual urges our bodies
experience in life. Abstinence
may mean something different
to you as it does to me. One
can argue that abstinence is sim-
ply refraining from vaginal inter-
course, however, one may also
argue that abstinence means hold-
ing all sexual activities, such as

oral sex, mutual masturbation and
other "foreplay" activities, at bay.
So with this in mind here are a
few alternatives to sex:
playing sports and games with

friends
making and feeding each other

food

Courtesy KRT

holding hands
sharing memories
sharing future goals
building something
looking into each other's eyes

These may seem like "old
school" ideas, but if what you
are looking for is a relationship
with value and support, include
these activities and you will
see your relationship blossom.
Consider what sex choices you
have made in life and the choices
others have made. These choices
in life can amount to unprecedent-
ed difficulties or they can lead to
fulfilling enjoyment that doesn't
hurt you emotionally. Abstinence
is a foolproof, free contraceptive
that allows you to be sexy and
socially interactive with your part-
ner, yet at the same time safe and
psychologically secure.

AUDITIONS
J0%
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• Would you like to be a part of an international event on campus?
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up at the Campus Center Reception Desk 3-126.
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following dates:

Friday, February 11 12.00pm The Forum 3-130
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TOO MUCH OF

LifeStyl/s

What sexual addiction is and why it is a problem

What Does That
Flower Really
Mean?

BY MANAGING EDITOR
KAREN D'ANGELO

Ever wonder what the colors
mean of roses and other variety
of flowers? Ever wonder what
he means when he gives you one
single red rose? Here is a list of
helpful tips and understanding
when in that particular situation.

Roses:
Red:

love, passion, respect, courage
Burgundy:

reveals unconscious beauty/love
Deep Red:

bashful
Yellow, joy, gladness, friendship,

jealousy, "I care," "I miss you"
Peach:

gratitude, appreciation
Pink:

admiration, sympathy, joy,
perfect happiness, "Happy
birthday"

Pale Pink:
grace, gladness, joy

Dark Pink:
thankfulness

Lavender:
love at first sight, enchantment

White:
innocence, reverence, purity,
secrecy, charm, "I am worthy
of you"

Orange:
fascination, enthusiasm, desire

Coral:
desire

Single Rose in any color:
simplicity, gratitude

Single Red Rose:
I love you

Two Roses joined together:
engagement

Red and White Roses:
unity

Bouquet of Roses in full bloom:
gratitude, great beauty,
perfection

Courtesy KRT

BY STAFF WRITER
CHRIS BAKER

"Contrary to enjoying sex as
a self-affirming source of physi-
cal pleasure, the sex addict has
learned to rely on sex for comfort
from pain, for nurturing or relief
from stress,"

In society today, human sexu-
ally has become one of the most
predominated and praised parts
of life. Nightly sitcoms, maga-
zines, and books surround us
with examples of individual
sexual activity, and the major-
ity of individuals have taken part
in some type of sexual activity
by age eighteen. With sex being
such a large part of society one
much ask, "Is there such thing as
too much sex?"

Research shows that one can

quite easily become addicted to
sexual activities, because they
fulfill needs and satisfy certain
bodily cravings. However, as
the act of sex begins to replace
relationships and communica-
tion, it becomes an escape from
life. Dr. Patrick Carnes who has
done decades of research on
sexual addiction says, "Contrary
to enjoying sex as a self-affirm-
ing source of physical pleasure,
the sex addict has learned to rely
on sex for comfort from pain, for
nurturing or relief from stress..."

Sexual activity quickly
becomes a progressive addiction;
meaning it can start with some-
thing simple like viewing por-
nography repeatedly. One might

then start to fantasize acting
out the scenes he has seen, then
experimenting with prostitutes,
and eventually running a paral-
lel private life that rules ones
throughout life.

Sexual addiction is most gen-
erally associated with feelings
or shame and guilt, compulsive
sexual activity in and out of rela-
tionship, and touching or forc-
ing sexual acts on others. The
problem with sexual addiction is
that it eats away at the addict. An
addict might deal with a bothered
conscience by repeating whatever
made them feel guilty; this addic-
tion can also drive one to inflict
personal harm in order to give
sexual pleasure. Ultimately, the

addict feels incomplete, and the
addiction separates the addict
from people that he or she cares
about.

There are many ways to
get help for a sexual addic-
tion; the best step is to take an
online test like the one at, http:
//w ww.sexaddictionhelp.com/
test.html, to see if sex is actually
a problem. After that, one should
find someone that they trust or
feel comfortable talking to, and
that they know will be willing to
help them back into normal life-
style because communication is
the most important tool to defeat-
ing an addiction.

What Happened to the Days
BY STAFF WRITER

AMANDA WOOD

It seems to me the media has
played a significant role in our
lives. Unfortunately, that role may
not be so positive. Everywhere we
turn we are bombarded with "sex
sites," enhancement products, ads
for partners, "love doctors," and
the list goes on! This generation
doesn't know what the words real
affection and real love mean. All
we know is what we see on TV,
in newspapers and especially in
Cosmopolitan's newest issue on
sex positions. Sex is on the minds
and lips of many college stu-
dents and isn't necessarily there
because they have willed those
thoughts to be there. Albeit indi-
viduals have vast imaginations
and can compose many fantasies
into their minds, media represen-
tation of sex keeps those images,

misconceptions and thoughts
at the front of all our minds
daily. Who's to say that we have
allowed their entrance or even
want them there?
Think about these scenarios:

You just had dinner and your
breath is not so pleasing to the
nose - you need a breath mint
right? Not quite. According to
some TV ads you'll need a side of
red hot, fiery sex swirling around
you to go with those mints as you
cha-cha-cha to a stranger across
the room scantily clad. "Check
please!"

OR:
You're running out of your

favorite perfume and you come
across advertisements for two
new "top of the line" fragranc-
es. But these offer more than

your last bottle ever did. If you
buy Fragrance A, you'll get a
half naked hunk holding your
half naked body. Oh, but wait,
Fragrance B will promptly trans-
port you to some deserted island
where a half naked hunk is, yet
again, holding your half naked
body. Hmmm, decisions, deci-
sions.

These examples are genuine
advertisements for products hav-
ing nothing to do with sex, yet
companies use our weaknesses to
their advantage. The bottom line
is: sex sells.

I can remember watching I
Love Lucy with my grandmoth-
er. In the show, Lucy and Ricci
have a bedroom, as most married
couples do and did at the time.
However, there was one big dif-

ference - separate beds. A vanity,
a bedside table and two tw"in beds
adorned the couples' bedroom,
and certainly no "hanky-panky"
was going on for America to see
or to promote sexual thoughts.
The earlier television programs
valued privacy and encouraged
it among the nation. Yet today
we are constantly indulging our-
selves into others' private affairs
through glorified reality shows,
pornography, and talk shows.
Media's sexual influence is on
the rise and has been for well
over forty-fifty years. When will
it end? I am'afraid of the nega-
tive answer. The best thing to do
if you are fed up is to close your
eyes, cover your ears and turn it
off!

Aphrodisiacs: Fact or Fiction?
BY STAFF WRITER

MARK STRASSELL

Everyone has heard that
women love chocolate because
of the way it makes them feel; a
feeling much like being in love.
Have you heard that the scent
of vanilla will attract females?
Or perhaps you've thought that
peaches arouse sexual feelings.
All of these are common percep-
tions and may even be true, but
sometimes it's just the fact that
someone is telling you that these
things are aphrodisiacs that make
them work so well.

The idea of aphrodisiacs can
be related to the common psy-
chological experiment using pla-
cebos. For example; you are suf-
fering from extreme fatigue and
ask for help. A psychologist then
gives you a pill that they prom-
ise has worked on the majority
of patients they've given it to. In
reality the placebo is a pill made
of sugar, but the patient is so

certain that it will work because
of what the doctor said. "The
mind is the most potent aphrodi-
siac there is," says John Renner,
founder of the Consumer Health
Information Research Institute
(CHIRI). "It's very diffi-
cult to evaluate some-
thing someone is
taking because if
you tell them it's
an aphrodisiac, the
hope of a certain
response might actu-
ally lead to an addition-
al sexual reaction." Many
magazines and online arti-
cles glorify aphrodisiacs such as
chocolate, oysters, and bananas
but in actuality there have not
been enough studies to prove that
these foods produce feelings of
sexuality.

There are many reasons why
it is hard to test the effects of

Courtesy KRT

aphrodisiacs on human patients.
According to the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration, "To sci-
entifically measure sexual stim-
ulation, a valid human study
would have to be performed in

the laboratory, compar-
ing a placebo to the
test aphrodisiac.
Preferably, nei-
ther the research-

ers nor the patients
would know who

was getting the test
substance. Because

of cultural taboos, few
such studies have been

undertaken." Another major
obstacle is the fact that there are
aphrodisiacs out there that may
change the patient's mood (not
in a sexual way) and yet be seen
as a sexual enhancer. A good
example of this would be alco-
hol. Many people believe that

alcohol increases sexual drive.
As a scientific fact, alcohol only
lessens inhibitions. These are the
clear reasons that aphrodisiacs
are such a debatable subject.

If a person would like to
believe that food products or
certain scents will improve or
heighten sexual stimulation then
most likely they will. The human
mind is a powerful thing. Even
though aphrodisiacs were said to
be used in Ancient Greece and
Egypt one must remember that
there was someone who told them
these products worked. Oral tra-
dition is an effective way to pass
ideas along but is by no means
a valid scientific method. Do
you have the ability to enhance
your sexuality or do you need a
banana? Decide for yourself.
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Birth Control 101
BY MANAGING EDITOR

KAREN D'ANGELO

All women and men should
have complete control over
whether or not they are ready to
become a parent. Making deci-
sions about what form of birth
control method is not easy with
the million of thoughts swim-
ming around in the head. Keep in
mind that all methods have both
pros and cons. But some do work
better than others.

There are so many forms of
protecting yourself. Here is what
follows:

Continuous Abstinence is not
having sexual intercourse at
any time. This is 100% effec-
tive at preventing pregnancy.

Periodic Abstinence or Fertility
Awareness Methods means
you do not have sex while the
female is fertile, who has a reg-
ular menstrual cycle.

The Male Condoms are barriers

of birth control because they
block the sperm from reaching
the egg.

Oral Contraceptives (the "pill")
are taken daily to block the
release of eggs from the ova-
ries.

The Mini Pill is taken daily to
reduce and thicken cervical
mucus to prevent sperm from
reaching the egg.

Copper T IUD / Progestasert
IUD (Intrauterine Device) or
Intrauterine System or I US
(Mirena) is a small shape
device that is shaped in the
form of a "T." It is placed in
the inside the uterus. This
stops fertilization by prevent-
ing the sperm from making its
way to the uterus.

The Female Condom, worn by
women, keeps sperm from get-
ting into her body.

Depo-Provera is where women

gets injections, or shots. Only
use this method if you are
using it as a long-term option
(longer than 2 years).

Diaphragm or Cervical Cap is
barriers where the sperm are
blocked from reaching the
egg. Before sexual intercourse,
place inside the vagina to cover
the cervix with spermicidal.

The Patch (Ortho Evra) is a skin
patch worn on the lower abdo-
men, buttocks or upper body.
The patch is worn once a
week for three weeks, then on
the fourth week it is taken off
in order to have a menstrual
cycle.

The Hormonal Vaginal Contra-
ceptive Ring (Nuva-Ring) is a
ring that releases the hormones
progestin and estrogen. It is
inserted in the vagina and is
worn for three weeks and then
is taken out to have the men-

strual cycle and afterwards, a
new one is relied upon.

The Surgical Sterilization (tubal
ligation or vasectomy) and
Nonsurgical Steri l ization
(ensure permanent birth con-
trol system) is other methods
one can faced.

Emergency Contraception is not
a regular method of birth con-
trol. It is used to keep a women
from getting pregnant when
she has had unprotected vagi-
nal intercourse.

A Male Contraceptive or implant
may be available by the end of
2005.
Whatever method you may

use, make sure you use it correct-
ly. Sex may be fun, but still be
responsible. Huge consequences
will follow if you do not protect
yourself.

Sexuality in the Media
BY STAFF WRITER

CHRISTINA LEWIS

Stereotyping is unfortunately
not foreign language when used
in today's society. It is over-used
when on the topic of sex, espe-
cially when used by the media.
Stereotyping involves all types
of people, including women, men,
gays and lesbians, and minori-
ties. Most stereotypes are used,
in large, for advertising purpos-
es. Particularly used are women
and men to sell sex, even though
advertisers are (suppose) to sell
services and products;, submis-
sively, sex is the main focus.

One of the largest stereotypi-
cal groups used in the media are
women. Women are usually clas-
sified as submissive and emotion-
al throughout the media. Because
of this, according to media activist
Jean Kilbourne, women's bodies
are often dismembered into legs,
breasts or thighs, reinforcing the
message that women are objects,
rather than human beings. Using
women (as objects) are ubiquitous

in advertising to grab the viewer's
attention (by sexualizing women's
bodies).

Another stereotypical group is
men. The most popular stereotypes
of "male characters" (according
to www.media-awareness.ca) are
classified as; the joker, the jock,
the strong silent type, the big shot,
and the action hero.

The joker is popular because
laughter is used, in part to mask
their masculinity. This can be
negative, because it displays an
assumption that men should not
be serious or emotional. The jock
is the aggressive type, and avoids
being soft. The strong silent type
feels the need to always be in con-
trol, and talking about one's feel-
ings is a sign of weakness. The
big shot suggests a real man must
be economically powerful and
socially successful. The action
hero engages in violent behavior,
and is often angry.

Gays and lesbians are por-

trayed as stereotypical through
many channels in the media.
Popular shows such as Will &
Grace and Queer Eye for the
Straight Guy are a step forward
for this group, because networks
are willing to feature them (as
long as it generated profits, which
is a given). However, even though
this group is featured throughout
the media, there are no distinct
characteristics about them, except
there presence. Relationships are
not displayed, just openly gay
guys on a funny show is the mes-
sage being sent to society.

Minorities are frequently
misrepresented by the media.
According to www.media-
awareness.ca, approximately 90
percent of all experts featured in
news stories are white. Over and
over again, minority (experts) are
called upon in occurrence to com-
munity matters, such as drugs and
crime. However, this is not lim-
ited to crime, as newspapers tend

to over represent immigrants in
sports and entertainment stories,
but under represent them in poli-
tics and business features.

Stereotyping on the basis of
sex has increasingly been used by
the media to get messages across
to society. Repeatedly, various
stereotypical groups are used
to sell sex, and thus, have cre-
ated an issue monist young peo-
ple. Two-thirds of young people
turn to media when they want
to learn about sex (www.media-
awareness.ca). Other times, ste-
reotyping is used "just because"
that has been the "norm," and
society now classifies people as;
that women with hot legs, that
jock, that baseball player, and the
gay guy. Society doesn't know any
different, because the media influ-
ences society, and stereotyping is
part of such.

COMMONS SCOOP
Who doesn't like 'Sex & Chocolate?'

BY RESIDENCE HALL DIRECTOR
STACEY PIERCE

That's right, I said it. But really
who doesn't? "Sex & Chocolate"
is the name of a fun and edu-
cational program coming soon
to the MCC Residence Halls on
March 8th at 6:30p.m. It will
be held in the Tribune Hall's
Common Room. The program is
a candid conversation that allows
members of the opposite sexes
to ask those questions that they
would never dare ask out loud.
This program is so hot that a dis-
claimer has to be posted at the

Love Scope
February 2005

BY EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

KIA C. BROOKS

Aquarius - (Jan. 20-Feb 17)
Are you in love or lust? Never
mind what he/she says, action
speaks louder than words.

Pisces - (Feb 18-March 20)
Stop playing games, tell the
truth you're head over heels,
love has no boundaries. You
want to be more than just
friends.

Aries - (March 21-April 19)
Don't let the last minute change
of plans stop you, enjoy your-
self by yourself.

Taurus - (April 20-May 19)
Get down and dirty-two can
play that game. Let your part-
ner call you, stop chasing him/
her down.

Gemini - (May 20-June 20)
Spend most of your month
alone. It is time to reevalu-
ate who you are and what you
really want out of this relation-
ship.

Cancer - (June 21-July 21)
It is time to rekindle the fire
that the relationship once had.
Surprise your mate with flow-
ers the day before Valentine's
day.

Leo - (July 22-Aug 22)
Tell the truth Leo, you only
want sex. You're not kidding
anyone but yourself in the long
run it is you who will be hurt.

Virgo - (Aug 23-Sept 21)
Curb your cattiness. May the
best man/woman win. If it's
yours, it will come back to you.
If not, you didn't really have a
relationship to begin with.

Libra - (Sept 22-Oct 22)
You can't have your way all the
time. A relationship is compro-
mise and work. If your single,
stay that way, your focus is in
other directions right now.

Scorpio - (Oct 23-Nov 21)
Forgiveness is grand. Simply
say you forgive and truly for-
get. Things will soon get bet-
ter.

Sagittarius - (Nov 23-Dec 20)
Friends are vital this month-
they are your support system.
Enjoy the time you share with
them, as true friends are price-
less.

Capricorn - (Dec 21-Jan 19)
Laughing is good like a medi-
cine-don't sweat the small
stuff. Capricorn, you've been
together and in love-stop listen-
ing to your so-called friends.

entrance to the program. The
game is played by each sex sub-
mitting their frank, and some-
times embarrassing, questions as
they enter the program. Then the
buckets are passed around to the
opposite sex. Brave members of
the questioned sex answer the
questions and receive Hershey's
Kiss chocolates for each answer
they provide. There are plenty
of insights and giggles that come
about with this program. There
is also a lot of misinformation,

myths, and commonly accepted
untruths that surface during the
program. To ensure that myths
are debunked and correct infor-
mation is provided to participants,
members from N.O.W. (Nurses on
Wheels, the creative new name
given to the MCC nursing pro-
fessionals who will be doing col-
laborative programming in the
residence halls) will be on hand
to answer questions and provide
participants with the facts. Also,
packets of information and prod-

uct samples will be
provided to the par-
ticipants of the pro-
gram to take with
them. This fun and
exciting program
may even make its
way onto campus
for a romp soon
because really...
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THE ART OF THE FEMALE
ORGASM, A BOOK REVIEW

BY STAFF WRITER

ETHAN LYON

Sexy Samantha Jones on
HBO's Sex and the City, Kim
Cattrall, and her husband, famed
jazz musician, Mark Levinson
have compiled tips for her in their
sex book, Satisfaction: The Art
of the Female Orgasm (Warner
Books 2002).
This coffee table
book is filled with
over 75 clear and
informative illus-
trations to help
give the reader a
better understand-
ing of the various
techniques and
tips the husband
and wife offer.
However, they
confess in the
Final Thoughts,
"Making love is
an endless mystery
and can never be fully explained
by illustrations and text."

The couple covers everything
from Viagra to communication
between partners, to the psycho-
logical effects of abuse. Nearly
half of the 144-page book covers
oral sex, and the other is filled
with preferred sexual positions
(for her), and reasons why things
may go wrong between the sheets.
However, there is a reliability

"Our intent is
to share ideas,
scenarios, and

suggestions
that will

lead people
to greater

mutual sexual
satisfaction."

issue at stake when an actor and
jazz musician without any proper
sex education write a sex book.
Yes, they have had "sexual edu-
cation,"-in the form of past part-
ners— but they neglect any for-
mer training. It then turns into a

question of, can
you rely on their
past experiences
and self-taught
knowledge to
help improve
your sex life?
They are sole-
ly using sexual
encounters and
literature per-
taining to their
subject matter in
this book. Kim
explains, "Our
intent is to share
ideas, scenarios,

and suggestions that will lead
people to greater mutual sexual
satisfaction."

The best spot for this book is
either on the coffee table or in the
bedroom. The book is very well
written, intriguing, and informa-
tive. Kim and her husband are
very well spoken and eloquent,
but they lack the background to
solidify the reader's faith in the
subject matter.

MUSIC REVIEW:
DESTINY'S CHILD

BY STAFF WRITER

BRANNAN BROOKS

There is no question. The
album to buy for Valentines Day
is "Destiny Fulfilled." Before you
ask — it is not a Beyonce Show.
It is centered on the themes
of love and relationships. The
women of Destiny's Child are so
much in love that they have shied
away from their habit of making
demands and declarations. Hold
on to your checkbook, you won't
have to pay any bills. Instead,
they revel in the joys of compro-
mise and give in to their desires.
"Cater 2 U" and "T-Shirt" high-
light the group's softer side.

"Love," "Free" and "If" each
offer their most accomplished
harmonies to date.

Kelly Rowland and Michelle
Williams each enjoy their fair
in "Bad Habit," Rowland shines
alone, offering listeners a glimpse
of what will hopefully be a more
R&B themed sophomore effort.
"Destiny Fulfilled" is rightfully
titled offering pleasure to the lis-
tener on and beyond Valentine's
Day. "Destiny Fulfilled" is their
most mature, confident and ear-
pleasing album to date.

Courtesy KRT
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Movie Review: Closer
BY STAFF WRITER

MATT TROMBULAK

Closing out a record-breaking
year is Mike Nichols' award-win-
ning intimate drama, Closer. Set
in London, Closer
tells the story of
four lovers per-
petually cheating
on one another.
Beginning as an
intense love trian-
gle between Anna
(Julia Roberts),
Dan (Jude Law)
and Alice (Natalie
Portman), the tri-
angle expands as
Dr. Larry (Clive
Owen) is added
to the mix, due
to a practical joke by Law's con-
niving character. One practically
needs a scorecard to keep track
of who is with who, since there
is constant betrayal and no real
commitments.

Initially, Dan and Alice are a
couple as are Larry and Anna,
but everything changes when
Law's character wants to start
seeing his old acquaintance, who
once took his pictures before.
There is a strongly developed
rivalry between Law and Owen's
characters giving us a deserving
end confrontation. With just these
four characters on the screen for
close to two hours, we can feel
their pain and love as if it was
our very own. Closer is well exe-
cuted as a character-driven film.
Most audiences would rather see
spectacle, but something on this
caliber works just as well.

"Essentially
sensual

in style...
Perfectly
layered in
profanity

and sexual
innuendo"

The film is essentially sen-
sual in style. Perfectly layered in
profanity and sexual innuendo,

there is an excess
of verbal detail of
their sexual plea-
sures. We do get
to see a different
side of the four
actors through-
out this film.
Earlier in • the
year, Owen por-
trayed the serious
King Arthur and
now he greatly
improves his act-
ing skills in this
film for a perfor-

mance that is Oscar-worthy. Five
years ago, Natalie Portman was a
fourteen year-old wooden queen
in Star Wars, now we see her in
an Oscar-worthy performance,
dancing around a pole as a strip-
per in a nightclub and giving
a private show later to Owen's
character. Both Owen and
Portman won Best Supporting
Actor and Actress at the Golden
Globes and are now nominated in
their respective categories at the
Academy Awards.

Closer is no means a "chick
flick" type movie. Even though
romance flourishes throughout
the film, it's a film that all adults
can enjoy. With strong perfor-
mances, subtle score and a few
surprises, it's a nice low-hype
film to catch at theaters during
awards season.

Everybody Knows Oscar
BY MANAGING EDITOR

KAREN D'ANGELO

Everyone is anxiously await-
ing this year's 77th Annual
Academy Awards which will
be on February 27th at 8e/5p,
hosted for the first time by
Chris Rock. The Aviator
has taken flight, and
Million Dollar Baby
has boxed her way up.
Finding Neverland. Ray.
and Sideways are not
that far behind in the best
picture category. So which
one of these films will take
home Oscar?

Not only are we rooting
for one of these pictures
to win but we are rooting
on the celebs that make
the film possible. We
are also shouting for
the best original song,
sound, editing, foreign
language film, animated
films, costume design and make-
up, visual effects and art direc-
tion and more.

The nominees for the best
director's category are: Martin
Scorsese, The Aviator: Clint
Eastwood, Million Dollar Baby:
Taylor Hackford, Ray: Alexander

Payne, Sideways, and Mike
Leigh, Vera Drake.

Of course, we praise the
leading stars and cross
our fingers for that "spe-

cial" or "favorite" celeb-
rity, male and female,
to walk out of there
with the award of

both best actor and
actress. The runners'
up for best actor are as
follows: Don Cheadle,
Hotel Rwanda: Johnny

Depp, Finding Neverland:
Leonard DiCaprio, The
Aviator: Clint Eastward,
Million Dollar Baby: and
Jamie Fox, Ray.

The leading ladies
are: Annette Bening,

! Being Julia: Catalina
Sandino Moreno,
Maria Full of Grace:

Imelda Staunton, Vera Duke:
Hilary Swank, Million Dollar
Baby: and Kate Winslet, Eternal
Sunshine of the Spotless Mind.

These are only a few of the
most-talked categories. You must
watch to see the other categories
and the winner of each.
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What's Next
BY DCC STAFF WRITER

ERICA GRIFFIN

I can't help the way I feel
Fore, if I could it would be a thought
Rather than something to be referred to as real

I wish maybe I could of prevented it from coming on
Or at least from feeding off emotions to become so strong
Who knows exactly where our friendship will lead
Hopefully far as long as you continue to give the nutrients that I need
Please, don't misunderstand my words
The wrong interpretation may come across absurd

Sometimes I feel hurt when maybe I shouldn't
But, some of the stuff you do who the hell wouldn't
I turn feelings of sadness quickly to madness
Hoping that once seen you'd be wishing you hadn't

Constant thoughts of us as one invade my world
But, I'm not dense I know the truth you got a girl
I don't know how much longer I can drag my heart behind me
But once it gets too much I guess I'll have to put it all behind me
I don't know how you feel but I'm sure it's not the same
I just hope that when I ask you
You don't hit me with no game

My future may have fallen this day in the consistency of the rain
Slowly but surely flowing in to the sewers at the end of my life's drain
Still after thinking hard and looking back carefully I have no one to blame
But it's the thought that I'm looking that brings the most pain
Wow, my life, so lame, what a shame

To see
To touch

To feel you

BY DCC STAFF WRITER

YOLANDA ADAMS

I've never been so captured
By such beauty
I am hypnotized
My eyes focused on your
*#? Whoa!

To see
To touch

To feel you

What a thought
What a feeling

This does not seem real

I've never touched anything
Sohard.yetsosoft
The roughness Hmm!
Mixed with the softness
Sends chills U? and D

my everything

O
W

N

To see
To touch

To feel you

I've never felt so close
To someone without
Ever speaking a word

Your smell,smile.warmth
Kindness and gentlemen like
way

With
Just one look

Just one touch
I FEEL YOU!

Just imagine
You do this and
Ooh! I do that

Origins Of
Valentine's Day

BY STAFF WRITER

JUNI MOON

Another version had St.
Valentine jailed for helping
Christians. While Valentine
was in prison he cured a jailer's
daughter of blindness. Claudius
became enraged and had
Valentine clubbed and beheaded
on February 14, 269 A.D.

Yet another story claims that
Valentine fell in love with the
jailer's daughter and wrote her
letters that were signed "From
your Valentine."

St. Valentine, the patron saint
of lovers, evolved from these
men and legends. The custom of
sending love letters on February
14th appeared in the 14th and
15th century in both France and
England, becoming recognized
as a Christian Feast Day.

In addition, it was also com-
mon belief among Europeans
that February 14th was the day

(CONT'D)

the birds would begin to choose
their mates. The tradition of
birds choosing their mates on St.
Valentine's Day led to the idea
that men and women would do
the same.

St. Valentine's Day was
noted by Shakespeare and the
poet, Drayton, who wrote the
prose titled "To His Valentine,"
in which he expounded on the
idea of birds' coupling on St.
Valentine's Day.

"Each little bird this tide
Doth choose her beloved peer,
Which constantly abide
In wedlock all the year."
For one holiday, so many

meanings, so much evolution over
the centuries of the age-old prac-
tice of love, gives us much to con-
template in the way of romance
and its original practices.

Want to place a classified ad in the MD?
Businesses, students, and faculty are welcome to submit

classified ads in the Monroe Doctrine.

For pricing and information:
Building 3 room 134 or call 585.292-2539.

If your answer is chosen...
You could win $1,000!

ntest
HOLOCAUST

Annual Anna and Joseph Gartner Essay Contest M K MOT^""
(Entries must be postmarked by Friday, March 4, 2005)

In your 4 - 6 page essay, answer the question asked in 1 Joel, 2-3: Has the like
of this happened in your days or in the days of your fathers? Tell your chil-
dren about it, and let your children tell theirs, and their children the next gen-
eration. In other words, "What is my obligation to learn and retell the story of
the Holocaust, and through my increased awareness, make sure that genocide
never happens again?"

First prize $1,000; Second prize $500; Third prize $250. Awards will be pre-
sented in May 2005.

Contact Barbara P. Lovenheim , Ph.D., English/Philosophy Dept., at 585-292-
3243 or blovenheim@monroecc.edu for submission guidelines.

An Expert Speaks on
the Age of the Earth

(Conference/Debate in March 2005)
Courtesy KRT

Dr. Jay Wile, a nuclear chemist who earned his Ph.D. from the University of Rochester, is com-
ing to MCC (Brighton Campus) in March to talk about the age of the earth! He has worked
in a radiometric dating laboratory, and will give a scientific presentation on why radiometric
dating is not accurate. He will also share the top 5 scientific reasons why he believes the earth
is thousands of years old rather than billions. And, if anyone accepts the offer, Dr. Jay will
debate in public with another scientist who disagrees with his conclusions about radiometric
dating! Do not miss out on this exciting opportunity to hear an expert from out-of-town come
and give his professional take on this interesting topic, and bring all your hard questions!
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH CALENDAR

Sunday Monday

6
Bob Marley, reggae
musician, born,
1945

1st organized
immigration of
U.S. Blacks back to
Africa from NY to
Sierra Leone takes
place, 1820

13

The Renaissance,
the 1st Black pro
basketball team
organized, 1923

20

Sydney Poltier, actor
bora, 1924

27

7

Independence Day
(Grenada)

14

Frederick Douglass,
The Great
Emancipator," born,
1817

Valentine's Day

21

Malcolm X,
activist and
Black Nationalist,
assassinated, 1965

President's Day

Tuesday

: _ _
poet & author,
born, 1902

8

Mardi Gras
(Shrove Tuesday)

15

22

Washington's
Birthday

*

Wednesday

2

Ernest E. Just,
Biologist, receives
the Spingarn Medal
for his pioneering
research on
fertilization and cell
division, 1915

9

Alice Walker,
author of The Color
Purple, born, 1944

Chinese New Year
(Rooster)

Ash Wednesday

16

23

Dr. W.E.B. DuBols,
activist, born, 1868

Thursday

3

Jack Johnson, first
Black heavyweight
champion, wins the
"Negro Heavyweight
Title," 1903

10

Leontyne Price,
world renowned
Opera Singer, born,
1927

First Day of Muharra

17

Michael Jordan,
Basketball
superstar, born,
1963

24

Bishop Daniel A.
Payne, reformer and
educator of AME
Church, born, 1811

Friday

4

Rosa Parks, Initiator
of the Montgomery,
Alabama bus
boycott, born, 1913

11

Nelson Mandela
Is released from
a South African
prison after
being detained
for twenty-seven
years as a political
prisoner, 1990

18

25

Saturday

5

Hank Aaron, Major
League baseball
home-run king,
born, 1934

12

NAACP founded,
after riot In
Springfield, IL 1909

Lincoln's Birthday

19

:

i

26

Charlotte Ray,
1st Black female
lawyer, bora, 1850

Celebrating Black History in Rochester
Here is a partial list of area events celebrating Black History Month.

African-American Bingo: 4 p.m. Feb. 17 and 24. South Avenue Recreation Center, 999 South Ave.

Celebrating Black History Month Workshop: African-American Themes in Poetry: 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Feb. 12, 19 and 26. Writers & Books, 740
University Ave. $79; $72 for W&B members. Registration required. (585) 473-2590, ext. 107.

African-American Poetry Reading: 5 p.m. Feb. 15 and 22. South Avenue Recreation Center, 999 South Ave. Free. (585) 428-6015.

African-American Cooking: 3:30 p.m. Feb. 16 and 23. South Avenue Recreation Center, 999 South Ave. Call for details. (585) 428-6015.

Ethnic Food and Black History Contest: 6 p.m. Feb. 17. Webster Avenue Community Center, 530 Webster Ave. Call for details. (585) 428-7828.

Black Heritage Month Third Annual Gala: 6 p.m. social hour; 7 p.m. dinner Feb. 19. Palladio Restaurant at the Hyatt Regency Rochester, 125 E.
Main St. $30. Reservations required. (585) 428-6225.

Black History Month Celebration: exhibits, African drumming, traditional food and black history bingo; for ages 6-18. 2 to 4 p.m. Feb. 23. Carter
Street Community Center, 500 Carter St. Call for details. (585) 428-7890.

Black Heritage Month Fourth Annual Food Tasting: 5:30 p.m. Feb. 25. City Hall Atrium, 30 Church St. Free.
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CHARLOTTE M. DOWNING BIOGRAPHY
SUBMITTED BY

KORYN JACKSON

Background
The oldest of my mother,

Marion Freeman's 2 children, I
was born and raised by a single
mother with my brother, Keith in
a loving household that included
my grandparents, 2 aunts, an
uncle and cousin. Through the
years I've loss many relatives
and friends, but the closeness and
family traditions live on through
the generations.

Education
I entered Temple University

fall 1967 with a career aspiration
to become a guidance counselor.
I left college after 3 semesters
due to health problems and poor
grades. I continued my education
again in 1979 when we relocated
to Fairport when my husband
was promoted to District Claims
Manager at Allstate Insurance
Co. After working 8 years at the
post office in New Brunswick,
NJ, I took the move as an oppor-
tunity to complete my education
and enrolled at MCC. I com-
pleted an A.S. degree in Business

Administration graduating with
academic distinction in 1981. It
took several more years for me to
complete my bachelor's degree in
Business Administration because
I worked full time at MCC in
the Academic Support Services
Program formerly called Student
Support Services. With sup-
port and encouragement from
faculty and administrators at
MCC, I graduated from SUNY
Brockport, summa cum laude
in 1986. and was initiated as a
charter member in Brockport's
newly established honor society,
Alpha Chi.

The academic success that I
achieved at MCC and duplicated
at Brockport led to the pursuit of
graduate courses for professional
development at RIT, Brockport
and University of Rochester.
I earned a Master's degree in
Adult Education in 2000 and
was awarded a Certificate of
Professional Service Award for
coordinating the first cohort of
students enrolled in the part-time
distance learning program at

Buff State and held at MCC.

Community Service
Because I was raised in a

God loving family membership
in church is important to me, as
such, my church family is Mt.
Olivet Baptist Church located in
the Corn Hill neighborhood. I'm
active with several ministries,
attend Bible Study and serve as
Church Clerk. As a member of
the Rochester chapter of Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc, a
national organization of more
than 200,000 college educat-
ed women, I'm able to support
academic achievement through
community service projects with
other organizations and partici-
pate in sisterhood activities with
my sorors. I'm able to extend
my commitment to women help-
ing women by serving on the
Community Advisory Board of
the YWCA. I'm also a mem-
ber of the East House Board of
Directors serving as Program
Review Committee Chair. East
House provides mental health,

chemical dependency and career
services programs. The hope that
is provided to clients leads them
to transform their lives. Many cli-
ents return to begin or complete
their education at MCC and that
gives me a special sense of pride
because I know success begins
with taking that first step through
our campus doors.

Professional Background
I've been employed at MCC

since 1987 in various professional
positions progressing to my pres-
ent position, Director Curriculum
& Program Development.
Through the accomplishments
I've earned through my years
at MCC I believe I demonstrate
the college's highest goal, stu-
dent success. My journey of self
discovery and learning began at
MCC in 1979, when I enrolled as

an adult returning student in
addition to wife and mother of 2
young children.

Professional Achievements
I'm very proud to have won

with Ernie Mellas and Robert
Bertram Innovation of the Year
Award for "The Curriculum
Forms Database" from the
League for Innovation in the
Community College in 2003.
Individual recognition that
makes you humble and energizes
your efforts came in 19% when I
was awarded the State University
of New York Chancellors' Award
for Excellence in Professional
Service and inductee into the
MCC Alumni Hall of Fame the
same year.

Tracy A. Archie
SUBMITTED BY

KORYN | ACKSON

Tracy Archie is an Admissions
Counselor at Monroe Community
College. Ms. Archie works as a
recruiter for traditional and non-
traditional students. She facili-
tates programs and presentations
and works closely with com-
munity agencies and programs
that cater to providing access
for higher education. One of her
main responsibilities is coordi-
nating the admission of interna-
tional students. She has also for-
merly worked at SUNY Buffalo
and Nazareth Colleges where
she primarily served in the same
capacity.

In addition, Tracy is one of
the advisors to the Global Union
student club and subcompo-
nent the Model United Nations.
Tracy also serves on several
advisory boards, the American

Red Cross Office of Volunteer
Personnel, Urban League Black
Scholars Screening committee
and Essay Writing committee
and MCC's Child Care Center.
She holds a B.A. in Health &
Human Services and an ED. M
in Educational Administration.
On a personal note, Tracy enjoys
reading, traveling, and especially
spending quality time with her
family and close friends.

Photography by Dinh T. La

+ Give Blood
MONROE COMMUNITY COLLEGE BLOOD DRIVE

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 2005
10:00 AM -4:00 PM

THE FORUM
Contact The SGA (w 292-2546 to sign ap.

Creating History: African
American Inventors

BY EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
KIA C. BROOKS

Black History is truly American History. What would the world of tennis be without
great Tennis players such as the late great Arthur Ashe or the William sisters (Venus
and Serena)?

We all complain about the desks in our classes. It is because of the workings of
Nathaniel Alexander who on July 7, 1911 patented a folding chair. Designed for use in
school and churches.

Have you thought about giving blood in the Student Government Association sponsored
Blood Drives? Did you know the very first blood drive held during World War II, was
nicknamed "Blood for Britain" ? The drive was made possbile because Charles Drew
researched blood plasma and transfusions. Drew found that blood could be preserved
and reconstituted at a later date.

Go turn off light. Through the efforts of Dr. Meredith Gourrdine a pioneer in the
research of electrogasdynamics(EGD). A gradate of Cornell University in Ithaca, New
York, Gourdine successfully converted natural gas to electricity for everyday use.

Imagine every intersection on your way to school without traffic signals. Cars, trucks,
school buses and pedestrians all in a hurry proceeding without direction. Thank you,
Garrett Augustus Morgan an African American inventor in the early 1900's.

So many families owe thanks to Daniel Hale Williams founder of Provident Hospital in
Chicago. This American physician was credited with the first successful heart surgery.

It was at Provident Hospital that Williams performed daring heart surgery on July 10,
1893.

If you would like to learn more on thesse and other African-American invetnors visit
www.blackinventors.com. It is a honor to know that this great nation was build upon
the struggles of American from all walks of life. For the lives and talents of these
American are not only "Black History", but helps to complete American History."
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PINKDN

The Monroe Doctrine
is currently looking

for exciting and
motivated people!

Damon City Campus
Editor-in-Chief,
Sports Editor,
Writers, Poets,

Graphic Designers,
Artists, Cartoonists,

Illustrators, and
Photographers

If interested:
Building 3

Room 134 or call
585.292-2540.

PRO-LIFE
BY STAFF WRITER

LAURIE CONRAD

Within 25 to 30 hours a newly
fertilized egg begins to divide. An
unborn baby's heart begins to beat
between the eighteenth and twen-
ty-fifth day. Electrical brain activ-
ity has been recorded as early as
forty days. Babies born as young
as 22 weeks have survived. Some
abortions are performed at 22
weeks or later. Given this over-
lap, it is no surprise that pro-life
advocates consider abortion infan-
ticide.

The question as to when life
begins will probably be debated
forever before a general consensus
will ever be reached. Opinions are
as diverse as people. Some believe
that as soon as the sperm pene-
trates the egg, a human life begins
with the same rights as those of
us who have already escaped the
womb. Others believe that not
until the child has actually been
born and takes its first breath do
life and the state of being human
begin. Pro-life advocates believe
that life begins with the fertilized
egg and that at that moment it is
considered to be a viable human
life whether it is capable of surviv-
ing outside of the uterus or not.

The pro-life resources I
found on the net seek to edu-
cate women about the horrors of
abortion including the dangers to
the mother as well. The statistics
vary from site to site, including
one, which states that according
to the Alan Auttmacher Institute,
one fourth of all pregnancies in
the United States are aborted
which equals approximately 1.4
million abortions per year. The

When Does Life Begin?
institute also estimates that 43
percent of women will have at
least one abortion by the age of
45. I was stunned by these num-
bers and wanted to verify them. I
did some research and according
the Centers For Disease Control
And Prevention, in the year 2001,
853,485 legal induced abortions
were reported. Also according
the CDC, 4,025, 933 babies were
born. Without getting out a calcu-
lator, it is clear that although the
estimate is lower than what pro-
life sources site, it is not a whole
lot lower in terms of percentages.
I am shocked and saddened that it
does seem that around 20% of all
pregnancies are terminated.

As a mother of two children,
I identify with many of the con-
cerns pro-life organizations are
also concerned with. Why so
many abortions? Why not adop-
tion? Why so many unwanted
pregnancies? At the same time, I
cannot help but feel offended by
the way some pro-life organiza-
tions present their materials. I
have seen the more radical mem-
bers waving their hideous signs
with photos of the aftermath of
abortion, not caring that young
children may also see these signs
and be adversely affected. The
Pro-Life Action League states
that their goal is to save babies'
lives through non-violent direct
action. However, a large part of
their campaign is called Face
The Truth. During these so-called
tours, members hold up enormous
signs that show images of Christ,
images of babies, and also imag-

es of aborted fetuses along ran-
dom high traffic intersections. I
understand that they care about
babies yet to be born and want
to save them. I do too. But I also
care about the children that have
already been born and have to wit-
ness this type of unacceptable dis-
play. Abortion is unacceptable to
them, but showing children these
images is unacceptable to me.
This type of action does not make
me want to support these types
of organizations. Not all pro-life
advocates support these kinds
of activities, but unfortunately it
gives all of these organizations a
bad name.

Pro-life organizations will
encourage you to consider adop-
tion should you have an unwanted
pregnancy. I think this is some-
thing that many women overlook
as a viable option. The decision to
go through with your pregnancy
with the knowledge that you will
be handing your baby over to
someone else at the end must be a

torturous one. But I believe it
deserves careful consideration.

Pro-life organizations will
tell you that a child is a gift and
not a choice. I agree. But in my
opinion, no amount of preaching,
graphic sign holding, or other-
wise can force someone to change
their mind about their own opin-
ion. For now, the question as to
when life truly begins is up to
you to answer so long as abortion
remains legal.

I found it difficult to write
these two articles. I am neither
pro-choice nor pro-life. I am
pro-individual. I think both sides
have valid points. I hope that the
common ground between pro-
life and pro-choice advocates
is education and prevention. Be
responsible with your reproduc-
tive power. Pro-life life advocates
for the baby. Pro-choice advocates
for the mother. It is up to you to
advocate for yourself. Please do
so with care!

Courtesy KRT

Pro-life advocates in front of the Supreme Court on the
anniversary of the Roe vs. Wade decision that made abortion legal.

$EX $ELLS
BY STAFF WRITER

NAARAH-BLUE MEARTH

How do we know what we
know about gender? Stop and
think about it. Where are you
getting your information about
male and female roles? Where
do you get your information
about sexuality? Look around
you. It's there. Turn on your TV,
flip through a magazine, or look
at a billboard. Presented is your
cultural programming, most of
which is brought to you by 50
year old white men. I say that
because it's the only thing that
makes sense. Look at women
in the media. They are young,
white, sex objects whose biggest
concern is not looking good for
their male date. Take a look at
the men -they are active, desir-
able, fit, white and not gay.
Homosexuality is nearly not
mentioned in the media, or if it
is, 'queers' are made to look just
that: queer.

There are a lot of things that
one could say about the way that
sexuality in the media is pre-
sented, but right now I have one

topic in particular on my mind. I
watched a movie called 'Killing
Us Softly HF made by a lady
named Jean Kilbourne. It's a
great movie specifically detail-
ing the presentation of women
in advertising. I was specifically
interested in Kilbourne's mention
of a Calvin Klein ad, which was
made to resemble child pornogra-
phy. A clip of the ad was shown,
and it certainly looked like the
beginning of an amateur porno,
with a model that looked years
under 18. Just the day before I
had seen Lindsay Lohan's new
music video "Rumors" and had
been appalled at the lack of
clothing and stripper like move-
ments she was performing. This
girl just turned 18 and already
she has been turned into a com-
plete sex object, covered in mud,
looking like her breasts are about
to fall out of what little shirt she
has on, and suggesting with her
movements that you could buy
her for the night.

These two indicators com-

bined made me realize how hyp-
ocritical our society is when it
comes to pedophilia. We tell
everyone, "don't have sex with
anyone under 18" but then use
the youngest looking models
possible in the most provocative
poses, and the minute that a girl
turns 18 we entirely 'sex her up'.
This sends a resounding message
that the younger, the better. How
can we not expect pedophilia in
our nation with such messages
being fed to us? It's irrational to
make 18 and under seem to be
the most desirable age of women
and then expect people not to
desire them. These portrayals of
underage looking models also
has a detrimental effect on 'real'
women who have the bodies
of women and feel the need to
starve themselves to maintain
the twig like figure of a fifteen
year old. At the same time, how-
ever, women are expected to have
large breasts... how are you sup-
posed to weigh 90 pounds and
be a C cup? It doesn't happen. So

then women are pressured to get
surgery to perfect their 'imper-
fect' bodies. As Jean Kilbourne
pointed out, many women who
get implants lose all sensation in
their breasts, which truly turns
them into objects
of someone else's
pleasure and leaves
the woman only
with the 'satisfac-
tion' of knowing
that she appears
more desirable
according to the
unobtainable stan-
dards the media
sets for us.

To put it plain-
ly, sexuality isn't
represented in the
media. It is created.
Sexuality and gen-
der as they truly
exist are not seen;
instead we are fed
fantasy worlds and
expected to change
ourselves to fit

their image. I say, give me a rea-
son. Why should I try to look
like a sex slave? I have my own
ideas about who I want to be, and
I don't need media to tell me who
that is.

Photography by Lomax "Cue" Campbell
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PRO-CHOICE:
BY STAFF WRITER

LAURIE CONRAD

In 1973, the United States
Supreme Court made a land-
mark decision to recognize abor-
tion as a constitutional right. It
is one of the most controversial
decisions ever made in Supreme
Court history. The
National Abortion
Federation is a
pro-choice organi-
zation that seeks
to educate women
on both the facts
and the myths sur-
rounding abortion.
The NAF asserts
that abortion is
now a safe medi-
cal procedure and
that more pregnant women died
from complications due to self-
induced abortions or at the hands
of untrained practitioners than
from any other cause before its
legalization.

According to the U.S. Bureau
of Vital Statistics, 39 women died
from illegal abortions in 1972.
Their numbers show that abor-
tion related deaths had steadily
declined since 1942 with 1,231
deaths that year to 133 total deaths
by the year 1968. This dramatic-
decrease took place while abortion

A Woman's Right To Choose

"I do not know
why some

women choose
abortion.
I have not

walked in their
shoes."

was still illegal. I feel the need to
point out that advances in medical
care and the use of penicillin have
been credited for the decrease in
deaths during those years for cer-
tainly legalization was not yet a

factor. The argu-
ment for keeping
abortion legal so
that women will
not have to return
to coat hangers or
back alleys seems
flimsy given
the above data.
However it is true
that even if abor-
tion were not legal,
women would still

seek abortion and the safety of
that procedure would indeed be
compromised.

One of the biggest debates
between pro-life and pro-choice
advocates is the question when
does life begin? Pro-choice orga-
nizations are adamantly opposed
to the embryo or fetus being
granted the status of 'personhood'.
I understand that in order to keep
abortion legal, it is important to
determine that human life, or the
state of being human, has not yet
begun at the time of the abortion.

I would not want to deny any
woman her right to choose, but I
do not agree with the pro-life gen-
eral view regarding the embryo
or the fetus and how those states
of being do not qualify as human
life. No amount of scientific data
will change my opinion. I have
formed an opinion based on my
own life experience. As a mother
of two, I must say that as soon as
the dipstick turned blue, that is a
pregnancy test stick for those who
have yet to 'dip', I was ecstatic
about the baby growing inside of
me. At less than six weeks along,
the sperm and egg had barely
enough time to shake hands and
yet I never referred to my child as
my embryo or my fetus.

Pro-life advocates want to keep
abortion legal beyond the first tri-
mester. The first trimester of a
pregnancy ends at 12 - 13 weeks.
Unfortunately, nearly one-third of
all abortions obtained after this
time is by teenagers. Teens are
less likely to realize that they are
pregnant early on and when they
do they tend to keep it a secret or
deny it out of fear or shame. As
well, they may not seek medical
attention because they simply do
not know how to seek an abortion.

All of these reasons account for
the delay in obtaining abortions
by teens until the second trimes-
ter when they start to show. Other
reasons for keeping abortion legal
beyond the first three months
are due to medical problems the
mother does not discover until
after the first trimester, a preg-
nancy that was not diagnosed until
after the first trimester in women
who do not have regular menstrual
periods, and the results of amnio-
centesis. Amniocentesis tests are
not performed until the second
trimester and only at the mother's
request. The test is used to diag-
nose potentially severe abnormali-
ties affecting the baby.

Fortunately for myself, I have
never been in a position to con-
template abortion. I could preach
to others that I did conceive a
child while young and unmarried.
I could have opted for an abortion
but did not. Instead, I chose to
have my baby. While all of that is
true, the keyword here is choose.
It was my right to choose. I did not
give birth because I had to. I gave
birth because I chose to.

I do not know why some
women choose abortion. I have
not walked in their shoes. I am

not going through what they are
going through. I wish more would
choose adoption. I wish that more
would use reliable birth control the
correct way until they are ready to
have a child. I also wish that this
world were a perfect world, but it
is not. Pregnancy is a life-altering
event with implications that are
overwhelming at best, and that
description fits only when every-
thing is uncomplicated and going
as it should be! Although I do have
a hard time understanding why
abortion, when issues such as rape
or health are involved or when a
woman is having circumstantial
or emotional issues I have to admit
that I have no idea what they must
be going through.

Pro-choice advocates work to
continue to give women a safe
legal option regarding abortion.
The agenda goes beyond freedom
of choice and access to legal abor-
tions. It is also about pregnancy
prevention, access to prenatal
care, and education about repro-
duction and reproductive choices.
I believe that education is the
key to making the right choices.
Educate yourself, take care of
yourself, and above all, may you
make the right choice for you.

FICTIONAL STORY, REAL CHOICES
BVSTAFF'WRIItR

DAN O'HARE
A Man's Point Of View On The Choice To Have Sex

It was Friday, and I stopped
by a friend's house before pick-
ing up my girlfriend. It was not
long before we began a conver-
sation about her.
"We are talking about taking our
relationship to the next level," I
told my friend.
My friend, whose name was
Steve, frowned. "Have you
thought of the risks involved?"
he asked.
"Sure I have. But why don't you
fill me in anyway." •
To my surprise, Steve had
memorized much information
about the topic through his last
research project. He obtained
his facts from the web sites
of CompassCare Pregnancy
Services, the Medical Institute
for Sexual Health, and the
National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases.
"Well, there's the possibility of
getting her pregnant," he replied.
"Without using a condom, there
is an 85% chance that she will
become pregnant by the end of
the first year of having sex regu-
larly."

"Obviously I'm going to use a
condom," I said. "Getting her
pregnant would ruin everything.
And I don't want us to be faced
with the decision of whether or
not to get an abortion."
"Did you know that often after
a woman gets an abortion, she

experiences intense emotional
problems, as well as possible
bleeding and cramping?" Steve
asked. I hadn't heard that before,
so I shook my head.
"Okay," I continued, "so what
if I use a condom? Is there any
chance she'll get pregnant?"
"Typically, there is a 14%
chance, unless the condom is
used perfectly, and even then
there is still a small chance."
I sat there for a moment, pro-
cessing the information.
Then another thought came
to me. "What about Sexually
Transmitted Diseases (STDs)?"
Steve smiled. "Condoms do help,
but they aren't foolproof. In fact,
1.5 to 3.5 times out of a hundred
a condom will break or fall out
of place."

"When condoms work perfectly,
how well do they guard against
STDs?" I asked.
"Actually, condoms do a bad
job at stopping the spread of
HPV (Human Papilloma Virus),
the most common STD in the
United States. There is about
half the risk of contracting gon-
orrhea or herpes when using a
condom. Or if your girlfriend
has HIV (which usually leads to
AIDS), the chance that you will
get infected is 85% less than if
you do not use a condom."
I was shocked. I thought con-
doms were more protective than

that! "Are you sure?" I asked.
Steve nodded. "And effects of
some STDs are cervical cancer,
infertility, ulcers, swelling, and
sometimes death!"
I shuddered. Surely a few
moments of pleasure is not
worth an early death, I thought
to myself.
Should I do it or not?
"Okay," I continued, "I admit
that having sex is risky if my
girlfriend has an STD, but she
told me that she does not."
"Did she get tested?" Steve
asked suspiciously.
"Yes, at CompassCare
Pregnancy Services, no charge."
Steve was satisfied with the
answer, so I continued. "That
means we're good to go, right?"
"Not so fast," Steve laughed.
"STDs and pregnancy aren't
the only things to be concerned
about."

"What else is there?" I asked.
"Remember our old friend
John?"
"Yes," I answered. "He was the
one who told us that it was awe-
some when he first had sex with
his girlfriend."
Steve smiled. "You're right, he
did say that originally. But do
you know how John is doing
right now?"
I thought for a moment. "Well,
he's single now..."
"Uh-huh, and the relationship

that he and his girlfriend invest-
ed in so heavily is gone! He told
us that having sex with her when
they were together makes the
situation worse." Steve paused
and leaned forward. "Forever he
will remember that he wasted
something special (sex) on some-
one who is no longer a part of
his life."
"That's a good point," I replied.
"But it's different with us. We're
in LOVE."
Steve shook his head sadly.
"You've said those exact words
about your last 3 girlfriends.
Don't you think it is possible that
you and your current girlfriend
will break up someday?"
I was silent for a minute. "Steve,
I don't want to wait any longer to
do this. I want to show my love
to her!"
"If you really love her, you
would want to do what's best for
her. There is a good possibility
that you two will break up some-
time after having sex, and not
only will you get emotionally
hurt, just like John did, but so
will she. The best thing for her is
to wait."
"You're just trying to cheat us
out of a good time," I argued.
"Not so," Steve answered. "I
just want you to have a good
time when the circumstances are
right. Why have sex now if you
could have it later under better

and safer conditions , like mar-
riage?"
Just then I looked at my watch.
"I have to pick her up in 15 min-
utes," I told Steve.
As I stood up to leave, Steve
said, "It's your decision, but con-
sider this: Will you base your
decision on what you WANT to
do, or what is BEST to do in the
long run?"

Sources:

CompassCare Pregnancy
Services, "Contraceptives,"
http://www.compasscare.info/
Contraceptives.htm.

"Abortion Procedures,"
http://www.compasscare.info/
AbortionP.htm.

Medical Institute for
Sexual Health, "Sexually
Transmitted Diseases," http://
www.medinstitute.org/medical/
STD%20overview/sexually_trans-
mitted_diseases.htm.

"Condoms and STDs,"
http://www.medinstitute.org/
medical/STD%20overview/
Condoms&STDs.htm.

National Institute of Allergy
and Infectious Diseases,
National Institutes of Health,
and Department of Health and
Human Services, "Workshop
Summary: Scientific Evidence
on Condom Effectiveness for
Sexually Transmitted Disease
(STD) Prevention July 20, 2001
http://www.niaid.nih.gov/dmid/
stds/condomreport.pdf.
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Din You KNOW...

If you took the $160,000
you would spend on college

and spent it on condoms
($.83 each), you could have
sex 132 times a day, or 5.5

times an hour. If that sounds
to excessive, you could have

sex 3 times a day, buy a
keg per day (for entertain-

ment), a Cadillac Escalade,
and still have $11.85 left

over for food everyday for 4
years.. .so what the hell are

we doing here?!

What is Intersexuality?
BY STAFF WRITER

LAURIE CONRAD

Is it a boy or a girl? This is one
of the first questions new parents
want to know when their baby is
born. Sometimes that answer is
not so clear. There are a num-
ber of medical conditions that
can affect the development of the
genitalia as well as the reproduc-
tive organs. Sometimes chromo-
some testing for either XX (girl)
or XY (boy) still does not iden-
tify the baby as either male or
female. Combinations of these
chromosomes, called mosaics,
can also make the question as
to which sex these children are a
difficult one.

The term hermaphrodite
refers to someone who has been
born with ambiguous genitalia.
Ambiguous means capable of
being understood in two or more
possible senses or ways. It also
means that when a child is born
with genitalia that do not appear
to be either male or female, the
doctor cannot determine the

baby's sex thus the child is con-
sidered "intersexed." A support
group called the Intersex Society
of North America (ISNA) says
that the definition of intersexed
is when an individual is born
with sex chromosomes, external
genitalia, or an internal repro-
ductive system that is not con-
sidered standard for either male
or female. Intersexuality can be
a result of a medical condition or
sometimes there is no medical
reason at all.

One such example is the case
of Lynn Elizabeth Harris, born
intersexed in the year 1950. After
suffering for many years as a
female with so many odd and
confusing symptoms and feel-
ings, such as facial hair growth,
no breast development, and male
genetic patterning in general,
Lynn sought medical help. It was
not until the age of 23 did she
learn that she had been born with
True Hermaphroditism and had

been surgically altered as a baby
to be female.

Lynn, who changed her name
to Lynn Edward Harris, contin-
ued to live as female until the
age of 29. He now lives as a male
and has become a pioneer and
spokesman for the intersexed as
well as the transgendered. He is
an advocate against corrective
or "normalizing" genital surgery
performed on infants or children
before they can understand or
consent. Lynn Edward Harris is
just one of many intersexed indi-
viduals who have suffered per-
haps needlessly by having to fit a
gender mold not right for them.

The ISNA also seeks to
remove the stigma attached to
being intersexed. One of the rea-
sons it is so difficult to find sta-
tistics on the intersexed is due
to the secrecy surrounding the
condition. In fact, many people
who are born intersexed do not
even know! Their parents and

doctors assigned them to one sex
or the other and never disclosed
the truth to anyone, not even the
child. This is where nature vers-
es nurture theories are tested to
their limits as many of these chil-
dren who knew nothing of their
infancy begin to rebel against
their gender assignment.

With individuals such as Lynn
Harris, it will be interesting to
see the evolution of intersexuals
in our society. The stigma will
lessen as we can begin to read
their stories and understand that
gender is not just about chromo-
somes or genitalia or reproduc-
tive organs. In fact, gender is not
just about being male or female.
One hundred years from now I
have to wonder if there will be
a check box for male, female or
intersexed on forms. It may be
quite some time before the ques-
tion are you M, F or I is on your
credit application but someday I
think it may be.

VS.

BY STAFF WRITER
WENDY VANDELLON

Nearly half the pregnancies
occurring each year are unin-
tended, yet contraceptives have
provided a method of control,
which women can
choose to use to
their own advan-
tage. This seems
fine in theory but
most employment-
related insurance
agencies will only
cover prescription
drugs not includ-
ing prescription
birth control. This
results in more
costly measures
as females seek refuge using
drastic steps such as abortion. Or
insurance companies find them-
selves paying for medical bills or
even maternity care.

Most of this is not breaking
news. However, when Viagra
was introduced into the medical
market in 1998 insurance com-
panies jumped at the opportuni-
ty and within two months of its
entrance nearly half of the pre-

After all,
contraception
is basic health
care and is not
just used for
those who are

sexually active.

scriptions were covered. Women
all over the country protested
finally appealing to the Equality
in Prescription Insurance and

Contracept ive
Coverage Act,
which prohibits
insurance cover-
age from elimi-
nating prescrip-
tion contracep-
tives.

After all,
contraception is
basic health care
and is not just
used for those
who are sexually

active. Instead it may be deemed
appropriate for women who seek
to regulate periods, get extreme
migraines, suffer from severe
cramps, or have had a hysterec-
tomy. Birth control is a way for
women to maintain a normal life
and not worry about living their
lives obsessed with reproduction
and pregnancy.

Unfortunately, in mid-2004 a
study released shows that women

still have a long way to actually
achieving equality, during which
women will shell out nearly three
times as much money on birth
control not covered by insurance.
Ron Johnson, Republican State
Representative and Medicaid
Oversight Committee leader,
opposed his state's move to
revoke blanket coverage stating,
"The sex drive being what it is
in some people, it may very well
have a lot to do with the mental
well-being of a person." This
seems to indicate that males
need the coverage for their sex-
ual prowess and it should not be
removed.

It seems that with a statement
such as this that women will have
to wait until office leaders change
for real movement to take place.
Until that time Ron Johnson
seems to insinuate that men are
allowed to take their sexual verve
for granted while women who
are oppressed and brushed aside
should wear a chastity belt.

Finishing your degree?
SUNYIT offers undergraduate and graduate degree
programs in technology and professional studies

Bachelor of Science
Accounting
Applied Mathematics
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Business/Public Management
Civil Engineering Technology
Computer Engineering Technology
Computer & Information Science

(accelerated BS/MS available)
Computer Information Systems
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering Technology
Finance
General Studies
Health Information Management
Health Services Management
Industrial Engineering Tectmology
Mechanical Engineering Technology
Nursing (accelerated 8S/MS
available)
Professional & Technical
Communication
Psychology
Sociology
Telecommunications

Master of Business Administration
in Technology Management
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Master of Science
Accountancy
Advanced Technology
Applied Sociology
Computer & information Science
Health Services Administration
Information Design & Technology
Telecommunications
Nursing Administration
Adult Nurse Practitioner
family Nurse Practitioner
AH graduate nursing programs
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SEX IN POLITICS

How would you feel if you
were being watched like a hawk
24/7? This is the life of people in
the media, and in
particular, politi-
cians face every-
day, on and espe-
cially off the job.
It wasn't always
this case, how-
ever, until an era
of "new media"
emerged (jour-
nal of Political
Psychology), dur-
ing the 1990's,
around the time
of the Clinton administration.
Internet gossip columnists, tab-
loid journalists are among the
many that play a significant role
in scandal politics.

The "new media" has helped
transform a society that cares
about issues, not people, into one
that perceives politicians by who
they are in their personal life,
rather than for their work ethics.

One of the more recent politi-
cal scandals from this era of "new
media" involved New Jersey gov-
ernor James McGreevey. He had

r this is
an intensely

personal
decision

and not one
typically for the
public domain"

an adulterous affair with a man,
and later revealed he was, indeed
gay. The "new media," had a

field day with
this, having left
Gov. McGreevey
to resign from
office, in 2004.

"Given the
c i rcums tances
surrounding the
affair and it's
likely impact
upon my fam-
ily and my abil-
ity to govern,
I have decid-

ed the right course of action
is to resign (www.cnn.com/
ALLPOLITICS)," McGreevey
said.

These "circumstances,"
including the consent force of
attention by the "new media" left
the governor no other course of
action, except to mix his personal
life with his business life.

"For this is an intense-
ly personal decision and not
one typically for the pub-
lic domain (www.cnn.com/
ALLPOLITICS)," McGreevey

said, after his revelation of being
gay-

Throughout American his-
tory, other political scandals
have changed the minds of
impressible citizens; including
the Clinton/Lewinsky scandal,
in 1998. President Bill Clinton
denied an alleged affair with a
former White House intern and
employee, Monica Lewinsky,
when the scandal was announced
to the public in January 1998.
Later that year, President Clinton
admitted on national television he
had an inappropriate relationship
with Lewinsky. The events that
led up to Clinton's impeachment
were influenced by the dramatic,
prime-time style entertainment
the "new media" had established
for its viewers.

Even though the Clinton/
Lewinsky scandal was one of the
most publicized political scan-
dals of the century, there were
other ones that were similar in
case, but different in approach to
society. There was more respect
for politicians before this "new
media" era, and yet scandals were
still in existence, but not as publi-

cized for society to witness.
One of the political scandals

that occurred before the "new
media" era involved President
John F. Kennedy. President
Kennedy was involved in an
alleged affair with a 19-year-
old intern (www.usatoday.com).
Only imagination can explain
this alleged affair, as there are
only bits and pieces of this
alleged case. Regardless of this
occurrence involving President
Kennedy, a USATODAY/CNN/
Gallup Poll finds the public
ranked JFK second (to Abraham

Lincoln) as the greatest presi-
dent. Scandals or not, there was
respect for politicians before the
"new media" politics.

"New Media" politics have
embedded a craving in the minds
of people in society that encour-
ages them to pick up that tabloid
newspaper, or click on the link to
a gossip column on the internet.
The personal lives of politicians
have become just as, if not, more
important than there work. There
is a decrease in the amount of
respect politicians receive from
both the media, and society.
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The Air Force of tomorrow needs innovative and
technical experts...men and women who will

control the air and spaces forces of tomorrow.
Join us for our Shadow Day program and learn
about the variety of scholarship opportunities.

Monday, February 21s t

12:00 to 4:00 pm

Free Pizza for Lunch!

For more information:

585-475-5197 or www.rit.edu/~afrotc
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SCOUTING THE ALL-STAR

Sports Calendar

MEN'S BASKETBALL

02/12 - Alfred State
(Away) 3:00 p.m.

02/19 - Niagara C.C.C.
(Home) 1:00 p.m.

02/20 - SUNY Delhi
(Away) 2:00 p.m.

02/22- Alfred State
(Home) 8:00 p.m.

02/26- JCC-Olean
(Home) 4:00 p.m.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

02/12 - Alfred State
(Home) 1:00 p.m.

02/19 - Western New York
Showcase MCC vs.
Potomac College hosted
by Genesee C.C.

(Away)
02/20 - Western New York

Showcase MCC vs.
Mercer C.C.C. hosted
by Genesee C.C.

(Away)
02/22- Alfred State

(Home) 6:00 p.m.
02/26- JCC-Olean

(Home) 2:00 p.m

HOCKEY

02/12 - North Country C.C.
(Away) 1:00 p.m.

02/18 - Syracuse University
Club Team

(Away) 6:30 p.m.
02/19 - SUNY Morrisville

(Away) 7:00 p.m.

SWIMMING

02/11 -Regionals
(Home)

DID YOU KNOW...

Did You Know... ? Kissing
each day will keep the den-
tist away. Kissing encourag-
es saliva to wash food from

the teeth and lowers the
level of the acid that causes

decay, preventing plaque
build-up.

Peace with :00li
BV EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

KIA C. BROOKS

Monroe Community College's
Renee Taylor leads the nation in
scoring and assists. Renee, point
guard for the Lady Tribunes
Women's Basketball Team, is
currently being pursued by more
than 45 Division I colleges across
the nation. This Brooklyn native,
averages 35.6 points per game (10
points more per game than the
runner up) Renee is undoubtably
a gifted basketball player. At 5-
foot-2, 105 pounds, Renee's game
complies both motion and skill.
When asked where she plans to
transfer, "I haven't made any final
decisions," Taylor says. "Possibly,
I will be recruited to somewhere
much wanner than Rochester,"
Taylor says, smiling.

This is Renee's last semester at
MCC. She will miss the "chemis-
try and bond that the coaches and

teammates have developed." The
Lady Tribunes currently have a
record of 21-3. Renee is majoring
in Liberal Arts and plans to pursue
a degree in Drama. Basketball will
always be a focus and first love for
Taylor. To see the Lady Tribunes
in action check the Sports page of
the Monroe Doctrine.

Cat

itation
V I L L A G E

Erie Station Village—new apartments and

townhouses 10 minutes from MCC, RIT,

Uof R, Wcgmans, Marketplace Mall, movies,

rake-out, and restaurants.

Call now to save $100/montb on any 2BR,

and one month free on all other rentals, all

with brand new appliances, including washer

and dryer, in a quietly cool neighborhood

convenient to everywhere.

'hone: ">85-33/i-6870 Web: www.eriestationvillage.com
Photography by Mark Strassell

Testicular Cancer and Sperm Banking
BY STAFF WRITER

CHARLOTTE MELVIN

Testicular cancer, why should
I think about something like that?
Lance < Armstrong was only 25
when he discovered he had tes-
ticular cancer and that meant
huge changes in his life, such as
recovering his health and having
a treatment plan that would still
allow him to be able to have chil-
dren in the future.

According to the James P.
Wilmot Cancer Center web site,
"testicular cancer accounts for
only one percent of all cancers
in men, but is the most com-
mon form of cancer in young
men between ages 15 to 35."
Testicular cancer is more com-
mon in white men than in African

American men.
How did Lance know that he

had testicular cancer? He had a
lot of pain, but symptoms might
be a "Lump, swelling, or aching...
the lump is often painless, but it
can be uncomfortable.. .Men with
testicular cancer often feel heavi-
ness or aching in the belly or
scrotum" (http://www.cancer.org/
docroot/CRI/content/CRI_2_2_
3x_How_Is_Testicular_Cancer_
Found_41 .asp?rnav=cri).

Can this type of cancer be
cured? Testicular cancer has a
90% cure rate. Treatment for tes-
ticular cancer includes surgery to
remove the testicle that is cancer-
ous, chemotherapy and/or radia-

tion.
I might want to have chil-

dren someday, will these treat-
ments affect that? The medical
field has made great progress in
treatment of cancer, but a man
could become infertile temporar-
ily or permanently, as a result of
these treatments. Sperm bank-
ing before beginning these treat-
ments assures that you will still
be able to father children. Lance
Armstrong did this and is the
father of three children now.
What is sperm banking? Sperm
banking means you collect sam-
ples of your semen and they
are frozen. This is called cryo-
preservation. First your semen is

checked to see how many sperm
there are, how active the sperm
cells are, and then for sexu-
ally transmitted diseases. "A
cryopreservant is added to the
semen to reduce damage dur-
ing freezing...it is then frozen
in liquid nitrogen at -196° C, a
temperature in which all meta-
bolic activity is halted...thus it
can be preserved for many years"
(http://www.cryobank.com/
pdf/spbrochure.pdf). There are
sperm bank counselors to help
advise you in your plans and to
answer your questions.
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MCC
Come see all of UR MUTHER'5 QUEENz on

March 4, 2005
in Monroe A&&

e
MCC's 2nd Annual Drag Show

CONTESTS and PRIZES

Admission
FREE 4 ALL

Doors open at 7:30pm
Show starts at 8:00pm...

MONROE
COMMUM
COLLEGE

Sponsored hy Campus Activities lV>ard

FOR
MCC'S SPRJMG PXAtJ

February 28th @ Noon-lpm
March 1st

March Znd
March 3rd

March 4th

AIX AUPS730HS SN 7m MCC 7HSA7R&

Z:Q0pm-3:Q0pm
@ ftoon-lpm
3:00pm-4:00pm
@ tfoon-lpm

PZRUSAC. JCRJ/P7J /UTAS-CASJX- Jff 7fl& KCC XJSKAKy

fan 21tF0mA7X:it S70T 2y *«5j?f 4134
OK CMC 23Z-3313
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Monday is "College Night"

Every-Other-Game FREE

"2 For Tuesdays"
All Games Are $2.00

"3 for 2 Wednesdays"

Bowl 3 and only pay for 2

"Nifty Fifty Thursdays"

$5.00 Cover Charge

.50 Bowling .50 Shoe Rental

.50 Sodas

Cosmic Friday
9:30pm til close

Sunday
"Customer Appreciation Day"

9:00pm til dose

$1.00 off per game

MCC Students Stop by the bookstore and pick up
a coupon for a FREE GAME!

Bowl-A-Roll Lanes 1560 Jefferson Road
For more information please call 427-7250.

You are invited to help

start a new club to

represent the needs of

Native American

students at MCC. What

should this club do?

What speakers, artisans,

and outreach/volunteer

efforts should it spon-

sor? What should it be

named? Student leaders

and founding members

will decide.

MCC
Native American

student club interest
meeting

Wednesday, February 15, 2005
1:00-2:00 Room 3-1 38B
MCC Brighton
(Near Photo ID room)

Email with questions:
ksMKhjvalfnjinonroecc.eilu

Native An.encan/lndigerux's
Peoples Club Seed Group
c/o Krysta Sandoval
Career Center
1000 East Henrietta Road
Rochester, NY 14472

Chiropractic...
The Right Choice For Your Future

Is your dream to become a doctor, to study in beautiful surroundings, with
a world-renowned faculty and state of the art facilities - what more could
you want in a professional education? Logan College students receive all
this and more! If you are ready to accept the challenge of graduate
professional study in science, physiotherapy, nutrition, radiology,
clinical sciences, chiropractic techniques and extensive clinical rotations,
then Logan College is the place for you.

Logan College of Chiropractic gives you the skills to help patients
get well through non-invasive healthcare while preparing you to
earn a substantial income commensurate with your position as a
Doctor of Chiropractic. Most DCs work in a private practice
setting, providing time for family and other important quality of
life priorities.

Contact Logan College at 1-800-533-9210 or at
loganadm@logan.edu to receive an information packet
describing the world's fastest growing healthcare profession.
You can also visit our website at www.logan.edu.

Alyssa Zonarich
New York

Third-Year Student

Logan
College* of* Chiropractic

1-800-533-9210
www.logan.edu

loganadm@logan.edu

18E1 Schoettler Rd, Chesterfield (St. Louis area), MO 63017

Do you think you can sing?
Can you beat the
competition?

Vocal
'competition for

current MCC Students!

Pickup

applications In

the Student

Government

Association

Office 3-127

or the

Campus Center

Office 3-126

Applications due
March 7, 2005

AUDITION SCHEDULE

Sponsored by Brighton Campus

1st Round

2nd Round

S X K M I I M

Rehearsal

Stow

Date

JIMS

iimts

I'Mffi
J81I0S

312X05
32&05

4'!J02

*2SS

Day:

Wednesday
Wednesday
Friday

Monday
Monday

Friday

Friday

Saturday

Locate:

MorroeASfi
Damon City Campus
VWmeMB

Mtwoe.ASB
Mow>=ASB

MoroeASH
Tiiea!K-BW8.4

ifc-raeASB

HarroeA&B

Actual Event:

UOOon - «.^)pm
12K»tm - !2 JOpm
IZOOpw - i!iOpm

1200pm - (ZSOpm
12:-»pn - !2:5i)pm

12£l0om - 12.50pm
12:00ptr - 12-̂ Opm

1240pm • ttSQpm

7.00pm- 10.00pm

Check out our list of outstanding majors and
programs at www.roberts.edu

OBERTS
X , V . W E S L E Y A N COLLE C E
E d u c a t i o n f o r C h a r a c t e r S i n c e 1 8 0 6

2301 Weslside Drive, Rochester, NY 14624

505.594.6400 800.777.4RWG

admissions@roberts.edu www.roberts.edu

Roberts Wusteyai1 College admit1* acsdernically

J^J qualified students of any tare, .igc, color, s«;x,

handicap, creed, or national and ethnic origin.

in the

At Roberts Wesleyan College, you will be in the middle of it all

- intellectually, socially, and spiritually.

We encourage you to visit campus soon. Our next Transfer

Open House is Wednesday, April 6, 2005. Please contact us

now for more information.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Lip
5 Grad
9 Ghana's capital
14 Skater Katarina
15 Anderson of "WKRP..."
16 More wan
17 This puzzle's theme
20 Sticky-toed lizard
21 Actress Moore
22 Tortoise rival
23 Retain
25 Jazz phrase
27 Silent assent
28 Plaines, IL
30 Wrongful act
32 Big brass instrument
34 Pot sweetener
36 London neighborhood
38 Pastoral people of Kenya
41 Fifty-percent smarter?
44 "The Jetsons" dog
45 homo (Behold the man!)
46 Gemini half
47 Stillness
49 Regatta blades
51 Yokohama yes
52 180 degrees from NNW
54 Bean curd
56 Modern Siamese
58 Singer Amos
60 Fleming's agent
62 First stage
65 Far from one's element
68 "The Misfits" star
69 Hawaiian goose
70 Lowest parts of small intestines
71 Zigzag turns
72 Attracted
73 Ooze

DOWN
1 Large swallow
2 Helper
3 Is nourishing
4 Use a poker
5 Pacino and Kaline
6 Burden
7 Surreptitiously
8 Florida metropolis
9 Simian
10 Liquid asset
11 Utterly and completely
12 Old as new again

By Roger Jurgovan
Potomac, MD

13 Followed a trajectory
18 -Chandon champagne
19 Talent
24 Sit for a shot
26 Vaporous
28 Information
29 Slaughter of Cooperstown
31 Wander
33 Thai cash
35 Beige
37 Killer whale
39 Inter (among others)
40 Spanish toehold in Africa, once
42 In a fog
43 Lahr or Lance
48 Tramp
50 Exhibition
52 Phase
53 Divans
55 Discovered
57 Diarist Nin

59 Man or Capri
61 Finished
63 Wide shoe size
64 Links hazard
66 Males
67 "A __ Good Men"

ISSUE 1 PUZZLE SOLVED

SMACKER

Swap Spit

'Embrace

mooch

French

A Kiss Is NOT Just A Kiss!
The Art of Kissing"

February 16, 2005
12 Noon

Monroe A & B
of the Warshof Conference Center

Thirty different types of kisses!

Methods to make yourwlf more his»abk) in your partn»t» eyes!
Advice on where men & women like to be ki»sed*

Non B»nd» and tads in "French" kiwing!

make out

KISSYFACE

PUCKER UP

Sponsored by Campus Activities Board

•
Charity Event

Friday, March 11, 2005
7:00pm- 11:00pm

Monroe A & B

Tickets available at:
Brighton Campus Center Service Desk,

Damon Campus Bookstore, or by calling 292-2534
MCC Students, Faculty & Staff- $7.00

General Public - S9.00

Music • Refreshments • Games • Prizes!

All proceeds will be donated to

.Uiiv.tic* Ifcmrii

The Debate To Legalize Marijuana

"The Great Debate!"
Creating A Buzz on Campus

April 6, 2005
12:00PM - 1:30PM

Monroe A & B
of the Warshof Conference Center

SiSV6 Haasr Q Robert M. Stutman
Editor In Chief of t & O S , 25 Year Veteran U.S. Drug

HIGH TIMES Magazine w Enforcement Administration

Sponsored by Cwinin AcltvitlQi Bojrd and Dte HMJUI A Physical Edur.aHoc Dapjrtitwrt
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CORPUSCLE
xf. oo YOU I

S by &»,!.

TO Go out or
up Oft FOR* f"

l
WAkE up To A

JUST C0NTACT

FROM The CHRISTIAN RIGHT MORALITY ELITE

MODIFICATION
CLINIC

MORe
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10 Things
You Never

Knew about
Valentine's

Day

BY MANAGING EDITOR
KAREN D'ANGELO

1. St. Valentine was a Roman
Priest who was executed on
February 14, 270 A.D. for
disobeying an imperial edict
forbidding marriage ceremo-
nies.

2. February 14 was also the day
Romans honored Juno, god-
dess of marriage.

3. Medieval Europeans believed
birds mated on February 14.

4. 73% of U.S. men buy flowers.

5. 15% of U.S. women send
flowers to themselves.

6. According to superstition,
if a woman sees a robin on
Valentine's Day, she'll marry
a sailor; if she sees a sparrow,
she'll marry a poor man and
be happy; and if she sees a
goldfinch, she'll marry a mil-
lionaire and be very happy.

7. Queen Victoria sent over
2,500 valentines during her
reign.

8. The Welsh used to give each
other wooden spoons on this
day.

9. During the 19th century,
romantic British citizens
would pick the first person
they saw to be their valentine.

10. Finland celebrate Valentine's
Day by being nice to their
friends.
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A DAY FOR LOVE
BY EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

KlA C. BROOKS

Valentine's Day is a day for
lovers. However, there is more
than one type of love. Try some-
thing new this year? Be extend
beyond the expected interpreta-
tion of the day. Take this oppor-
tunity to say, "I Love You" to
others in your lifes that deserve
to hear it. Many people confuse
love with lust, Valentine's Day
is often a day when men and
women devote time, money and
attention to those with temporary
positions in their lives. Try send-
ing a card or gift to your moth-
er, father, grandparent, or best
friend. Make it a priority to let
all those you love know how you

feel. Rather it be Philios, which is
the brotherly love. Eros romantic
love storage, love maternal love.
Agape love a God-kind of love.
Express your love to the one we
cherish every day. Philios love is
another type of love that is sen-
timental and passionate. Storage
love is a third type of love that is
more like maternal love. Lastly,
agape love is a selfless love that is
shown through behavior towards
the supernatural.

Keep these meanings in mind
this Valentine's Day as a remind-
er that love is multi-dimensional
and certainly not limited to your
significant other, or lack thereof. Courtesy KRT

Where to take your Sweetheart
for Valentines Day

BY STAFF WRITER
TERESA HARRINGTON

Ahhhh. Can you feel the
romance in the air? What's that
you say? Fresh out
of ideas for your
Sweetheart this
Valentines Day?
Slacker. It just so
happens I have a
few ideas for you
to ponder. Mind
you , these are sug-
gestions, there is no magic
wand, you have to take it from
here. That means you too, all you
women out there. What would be
wrong with taking your man to a
hockey game?

For the movie goers out
there, here are the movies this
Valentines weekend. The scary
"Boogey man" will be opening this
weekend starring Barry Watson.

Along with the "Boogeyman" are
"The Wedding Date," starring
Debra Messing, and "Hitch" star-

ring Will Smith.
If you are look-

ing to add more
romance try a
Couples Massage

class on Friday,
February 11, 2005.

For more informa-
tion call 585-256-1960

o r online at www.infocours-
es.com.

Head up to Niagara Falls for
a trusted weekend getaway sure
to spice things up. If those aren't
quite what you had in mind, the
trusty fire fall back, as always
a good box of chocolates and a
dozen roses.

Happy Valentines Day!

Where to take your children on
Valentines Day

BY STAFF WRITER
TERESA HARRINGTON

Are you wondering where to
take your child or children for
this Valentines Day weekend?
Here are just a few ideas.

Strong Museum is hav-
ing a Valentines Day Event on
Saturday, February 12, 2005
presenting Clifford the Big Red
Dog. Also, the Planetarium at the
Rochester Museum and Science
Center has a regularly scheduled
"See the Sky," a show for little
ones to explore the sky and it's
enormity. That is one event sure
to amaze.

If your child is the hands on
type then head out to East view
Mall and explore the Teddy Bear
shop where your children can
build a unique Teddy Bear, heart
included. Afterwards take them
out to a show. The shows opening

this weekend for kids includes
"Pooh's Heffalump Movie." Next
weekend keep your eyes out for
the new "Son of The Mask."
Have a great Valentines Day.

Courtesy KRT

Tips If You're Alone On
Valentine's Day & Single!
BY MANAGING EDITOR

KAREN D'ANGELO

We all know Valentine's Day
is the day of love, romance and
passion but that doesn't mean
that you don't deserve to make
the day enjoyable. Valentine's
Day is another way of justifying
getting chocolate and other good-
ies. So even though you won't be
receiving them, there are plenty
of ways to have a good time even
if you are single.

Here's what you can do if you
are without a significant other on
Valentine's Day:
1. Call up your friends.

Gather up some unattached
friends and go out for drinks,
play pool and just chill.

2. Throw a party.
Host your own social and
throw a "New Blood Party."

This is when you plan a
party with friends and then
you each bring a member of
the opposite sex whom you
are not dating. It's a social
network party and is great in
meeting new people

3. Attend a party.
If invited, go with or with-
out a date. Who knows, you
may arrive home with a
"Sweetheart."

4. Veg out!
Eat your favorite meal, rent
some movies and relax. Do
what you want to do.

5. Treat yourself.
Pamper yourself by going to a
new restaurant; buy that shirt
you've seen on display. Enjoy
yourself.

6. Treat a friend.
Valentine's Day is about love
and thanks. So go out of your
way and do something nice to
show your appreciation to a
friend, family member, or co-
worker.

7. Hang out with your favorite
male or female friend.
Spend quality time with those
closest to you. Who knows,
maybe these two lonely souls
will embark to a new level.

8. Do the usual.
Do your routine like it is just
another, ordinary day. Go
to work, hit the gym, play
some ball, go to the mall and
shop till you drop. Before
you'll know it, the day will be
February 15th.

MONROE


